5. ANNEXES
5.1 AGENDAS
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STOCKHOLM+50 NATIONAL CONSULTATION
TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
Agenda
Hyatt Regency, Trinidad
Monday May 23, 2022 - 9.30 am – 3.30 pm

9.30 – 10.15 am: OPENING SESSION
•
•
•
•
•

Ms. Randi Davis, Resident Representative, UNDP Trinidad and Tobago, Aruba,
Curacao and Sint Maarten
Mr. Vincent Sweeney, Head, Caribbean Sub-Regional Office, UNEP
Mr. Dennis Zulu, UN Resident Coordinator ai & Director, ILO Decent Work Team
and Office for the Caribbean
Mr. Mishael Henry, Spoken Word Artiste
The Honourable Pennelope Beckles-Robinson, Minister of Planning &
Development

10.15 - 10.30 am: BREAK
10.30 am - 12.00 pm: PANEL DISCUSSION ON A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE FOR TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
Moderator: Ms. Randi Davis, Resident Representative, UNDP Trinidad and Tobago,
Aruba, Curacao and Sint Maarten
Panelists:
• Dr Marlene Attzs, Development Economist
• Mr. Kishan Kumarsingh, Head, Multilateral Environmental Agreements Unit,
Ministry of Planning and Development
• Ms. Crystal Lawrence, Department of the Environment, Tobago House of
Assembly
• Ms. Delena Indar, Director, Central Pathfinders Environmental Foundation
Participants’ Q & A
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12.00 - 1.00 pm: LUNCH
1.00 – 2.30 pm: WORKING GROUPS
Working Group 1 – The need to achieve a healthy planet for the prosperity of all
•
•

Moderator: Ms. Rosemary Lall, Programme Officer, Energy, Environment and
Disaster Risk Reduction, UNDP
Rapporteur: Mr. Alan Cooper, Head of Solutions Mapping, UNDP Accelerator Lab

Working Group 2 – Achieving a sustainable and inclusive recovery from the coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic
•
•

Moderator: Dr. Karen A Roopnarine, Economist II, Central Bank of Trinidad and
Tobago
Rapporteur: Mr. Gregory Smith, Head of Exploration, UNDP Accelerator Labs

Working Group 3 – Assessing the implementation of the environmental dimension of
sustainable development and the way forward for accelerating delivery nationally
within the decade of action
•
•

Moderator: Ms. Jennifer Massiah, National Director, Habitat for Humanity,
Trinidad and Tobago
Rapporteur: Mr. Stefan Affonso, Project Manager, UNDP

2:30 - 3.15 pm: REPORT & SUMMARY
Report Back to Plenary
Summary by Working Group Moderators
3.15 - 3.30 pm: CLOSING
• Mr. Kishan Kumarsingh, Head, Multilateral Environmental Agreements Unit,
Ministry of Planning and Development
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Women and Indigenous Peoples
Focus Group Meeting
May 12, 2022
1.00 – 3.00 pm
I. Welcome
Rosemary Lall, UNDP
II. Speakers
Rosemary Lall, UNDP
Nelcia Robinson, Santa Rosa First Peoples
III. Discussion
Facilitator: Isele Robinson-Cooper, UNDP
Topic: Achieving a Sustainable and Inclusive Recovery from the COVID-19 Pandemic.
Questions for Discussion i.

What are the specific needs of women and indigenous people for an
equitable COVID-19 recovery?

ii.

What is the role of women and indigenous people with respect to
environmental action and sustainable development?

iii.

What would a sustainable, green future look like for you/your group?

IV. Close
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Private Sector
Focus Group Meeting
May 5, 2022
1.00 – 4.00 pm
I. Welcome & Opening Remarks
Rosemary Lall, UNDP
II. Speakers
- Tisha Maharajh (Group Sustainability Manager, Republic Bank Ltd.)
- Mario Singh (Assistant Manager, Sustainability, NGC)
- UNDP Accelerator Lab Micro-Entrepreneurs
III. Discussion
Facilitator: Cindy Chandool, National Coordinator, Stockholm+50
Questions for Discussion a) What actions do you think we need for a healthy planet, that is, how can we help to restore
ecosystems, biodiversity and make our effects on nature more positive?
b) What are the most promising sustainable and inclusive recovery practices currently being
applied by the private sector? Could we scale them up to a national level? Do any of our
current practices need to change?
c) How can we create better performing industries and supply chains for the move from an
energy-dependent economy to a more sustainable, green economy? Which sectors are most
critical?
d) What are some of the commitments and “responsible” principles that need to be made by
key industry sectors and by finance and investment institutions?
e) What are the decent green jobs of the future? What are the new skills needed, what is
needed from business? from government? from academia?
f) What are the biggest challenges we are facing in implementing the commitments to the SDGs
and other environmental commitments (MEAs)?
g) How do we maintain long-term economic stability and ecological and social wellbeing for all?
IV. Close
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VIRTUAL YOUTH FORUM
APRIL 28TH, 2022
1.00-4.00 PM
Registration: https://tinyurl.com/StockholmYouthForum
I. Welcome & Opening Remarks
Sarah Prince, UNDP
Facilitators: Chandelle O’Neal & Christianne Zakour,
Stockholm+50 Youth Task Force
II. Speakers
Sean McCoon
Jason Prentice
Katrina Khan-Roberts
III. Spoken Word Interlude
IV. Group Sessions
1) Reflecting on the urgent need for actions to achieve a
healthy planet and prosperity of all
2) Achieving a sustainable and inclusive recovery from the
coronavirus pandemic (COVID-19)
3) Accelerating the implementation of the environmental
dimension of sustainable development in the context of the
decade of action and delivery for sustainable development
V. Close
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Trade Unions
Focus Group Meeting
April 26, 2022
1.00 – 3.00 pm
I. Welcome
Rosemary Lall, UNDP
II. Remarks
Vera Guseva, Office Specialist for Workers Activities, ILO Caribbean
III. Discussion
Facilitator: Cindy Chandool, National Coordinator, Stockholm+50
Topic: Achieving a Sustainable and Inclusive Recovery from the COVID-19 Pandemic.
Questions for Discussion a) What actions are needed to ensure an inclusive and sustainable recovery from COVID-19?
b) How can we create better performing industries and supply chains for the move from an
energy-dependent economy to a more sustainable, green economy? Which sectors are most
critical?
c) What are the decent green jobs of the future? What are the new skills needed, what is
needed from business? from government? from academia?
IV. Close
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STOCKHOLM+50 CSO CONSULTATION &
KNOWLEDGE WEBINAR
April 19, 2022
1.00 – 4.00 PM
AGENDA
Session 1: Knowledge Webinar – Incorporating the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) into Project Design and Implementation
Time
Programme Item
Description
1.00-1.05
Opening remarks

1.05-1.15

Omar Mohammed, The Cropper
Foundation
Opening remarks

1.15-1.45

Cindy Chandool, National
Coordinator, Stockholm+50
National Consultation
Feature Presentation

1.45-2.05

Sharda Mahabir, National
Coordinator, GEF SGP
GEF SGP Awardees

Introduction to Stockholm+50
National Consultation

The SDGs and Civil Society
Organizations

Testimonials from successful GEF
Small Grants Project Recipient
NGOs
Session 2: Consultation - Stockholm+50 Leadership Themes – Working
Groups
2.10-3.40
Group 1/Breakout Room 1
Reflecting on the urgent need for
actions to achieve a healthy planet
and prosperity of all

Group 2/Breakout Room 2

Group 3/Breakout Room 3

Moderator: Sandra Pyke-Anthony,
Veni Apwann
Achieving a sustainable and
inclusive recovery from the
coronavirus pandemic (COVID-19)
Moderator: Sharda Mahabir, UNDP
GEF SGP
Accelerating the implementation of
the environmental dimension of
sustainable development in the
context of the decade of action and
delivery for sustainable
development
Moderator: Colleen Davis, Veni
Apwann

3.40-3.55

Summary by moderators

3.55-4.00

Closing Remarks
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5.2 LISTS OF PARTICIPANTS
NATIONAL CONSULTATION - MAY 23, 2022
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS (IN PERSON)
NAME

GENDER

AGE

STAKEHOLDER GROUP

SECTOR

ACP Collis Hazel

Male

31-50

NGO / CSO – National

Agriculture & Food

Adele Rose

Female

31-50

Foundation, philanthropy

Aditi Thanoo

Female

31-50

NGO / CSO – National

Youth, Education,
Environment, Arts & Culture,
Sport, Philanthropy
Environment

Akilah Jaramogi

Female

51-65

Government – National

Forestry

Alan Cooper

Male

31-50

United Nations

Other

Anselm Simon

Male

31-50

United Nations

Green energy

Avinash Lutchman

Male

19-30

United Nations

Other

Beena Ramkissoon

Female

31-50

Government – National

Agriculture & Food

Chandelle O'Neil

Other

19-30

NGO – International

Environment

Chris Maharaj

Male

31-50

Science, Academia

Education

Christianne Zakour

Female

19-30

Youth

Environment

Christel Mohammed

Female

31-50

Government – National

Communications

Cindy Chandool

Female

31-50

United Nations

Environment

Claudette Pustam

Female

51-65

NGO / CSO – National

Environment

Crystal Lawrence

Female

31-50

Government – National

Environment

Dan Jaggernauth

Male

51-65

NGO / CSO – National

Environment

Dave Samayah

Male

31-50

Government – National

Forestry

Dayreon Mitchell

Male

19-30

Government - Local

Emergency Management

Delena Indar

Female

31-50

NGO / CSO – National

Environment

Dennison Charles

Male

31-50

United Nations

Other

Desdra Bascombe

Female

51-65

Government – National

Rural Development

Donald Baldeosingh

Male

51-65

NGO / CSO – National

Environment

Gia Gaspard Taylor

Female

66-80

NGO / CSO – National

Agriculture & Food
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Gregory Smith

Male

31-50

United Nations

Other

Hannibal Anyika

Male

31-50

Government – National

Green energy

Heidi Bason

Female

51-65

United Nations

Other

Ilanka Manrique

Female

19-30

Association

Business Support Organization

Jacquie Burgess

Female

66-80

NGO / CSO – National

Environment

Joshua Prentice

Male

19-30

NGO – International

Environment

Julian Brathwaite

Male

31-50

Government – National

Traditional Energy

Julio Sifontes

Male

31-50

Youth

Finance & Investment

Karen Roopnarine

Female

31-50

Government – National

Finance & Investment

Keima Gardiner

Female

31-50

Government – National

Government

Kevin Bhajan

Male

19-30

Government – National

Government

Kevin Thompson

Male

31-50

Government – National

Utilities

Kiran Harnanan

Male

19-30

United Nations

Other

Kishan Kumarsingh

Male

51-65

Government – National

Environment

Jennifer Massiah

Female

51-65

NGO – International

Environment

Mario Amos

Male

51-65

Non- profit Organisation

Services & Consulting

Marlene Attzs

Female

51-65

Science, Academia

Development Economics

Melanie Trim

Female

31-50

Government – National

Green energy

Michael Annisette

Male

66-80

NGO / CSO – National

Trade Unions

Michael Razack

Male

19-30

Science, Academia

Maritime

Mishael Henry

Male

19-30

Youth

Environment

Natasha Legall-Roberts

Female

19-30

NGO / CSO – National

Tourism

Nikita Diaz

Female

19-30

United Nations

Other

Rahanna Juman

Female

31-50

Government – National

Environment

Ranelle Alcantara

Female

19-30

Youth

Environment

Reynold Cooper

Male

66-80

NGO / CSO – National

Rosemary Lall

Female

51-65

United Nations

Service For Senior Citizens
(Persons 50 & Over)
Other

Samantha Khan

Female

19-30

United Nations

Other
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Sarah Prince

Female

19-30

United Nations

Other

Sascha Williams-Goddard

Female

19-30

Youth

Education

Sean McCoon

Male

19-30

NGO / CSO – National

Environment

Sehermaya Simon

Female

19-30

Small and Medium Business

Finance & Investment

Shane Ballah

Male

31-50

United Nations

Environment

Siddiqua Mondol

Female

31-50

Government – National

Tourism

Stefan Affonso

Male

31-50

United Nations

Other

Sunity Maharaj

Female

51-65

United Nations

Other

Tamica Whitlock-Labadie

Female

31-50

NGO / CSO – National

Environment

Tevin Parris

Male

19-30

Science, Academia

Transport

Varsha Gopaulchan

Female

19-30

United Nations

Other

Vedwattie Baran-Garcia

Female

31-50

Government – National

Transport

Vicki Assevero

Female

51-65

Social enterprise

Agriculture & Food

Xiomara Chin

Female

31-50

Environment

DIGNITARIES
NAME

GENDER

STAKEHOLDER GROUP

His Excellency Peter
Cavendish
His Excellency, Yutaka
Matsubara
Mr. Christoph Anton, Chargé
d’Affaires a.i.
His Excellency Juan Anibal
Barria Garcia
Her Excellency Harriet Cross

Male

Foreign Government

Male

Foreign Government

Male

Foreign Government

Male

Foreign Government

Female

Foreign Government

Rodolfo Sabonge

Male

Foreign Government

The Honourable Pennelope
Beckles-Robinson
Dennis Zulu

Female

Government - National

Male

United Nations

Vincent Sweeney

Male

United Nations

Male

Media

MEDIA
Rodney David (TTT)

SECTOR
Delegation of the European
Union to Trinidad and Tobago
Embassy of Japan
Embassy of the Federal
Republic of Germany
Embassy of the Republic of
Chile
British High Commission
Association of Caribbean
States
Ministry of Planning and
Development
UN Resident Coordinator a.i
Director ILO
Head Caribbean Sub Regional
Office UNEP
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K Marie Fletcher (Express)

Female

Media

Paula Lindo (Newsday)

Female

Media

Devon Parker (TV6)

Male

Media

Sunil Lalla (TTT)

Male

Media

NATIONAL CONSULTATION - MAY 23, 2022
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS (VIRTUAL)
NAME

GENDER

AGE

STAKEHOLDER GROUP

SECTOR

Ada Mohammed

Female

31-50

NGO / CSO – National

Environment

Alana Goodridge-GeorgeMejias
Allan Bachan

Female

31-50

Other

Finance & Investment

Male

51-65

NGO / CSO – National

Environment

Amanda RamloganGangabissoon
Anwar Baksh

Female

31-50

Government – National

Government

Male

31-50

Government – National

Other

April Mc Kenzie

Female

31-50

Small and Medium Business

Industry

Ashley Absolam-Joseph

Female

31-50

Other

Finance & Investment

Bernard de Freitas

Male

51-65

NGO / CSO – National

Environment

Camille Roopnarine

Female

51-65

Other

Environment

Celeste Chariandy

Female

51-65

United Nations

Environment

Cherelle Lashley

Female

31-50

Government – National

Government

Chris James

Male

51-65

NGO / CSO – National

Tourism

Christine Dalkan

Female

31-50

Private Sector (large)

Other

Christopher Chinapoo

Male

31-50

Small and Medium Business

Green Energy

David O'Brien

Male

51-65

Bilateral / Foreign Governments Environment

Diana Roopnarine-Lal

Female

31-50

Government – National

Government
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Eleanor Lewis

Female

31-50

Government – National

Tourism

Evelyn Theodore

Female

31-50

Government - Local

Government

Gary Aboud

Male

51-65

NGO – International

Environment

Jewel Hills

Female

31-50

NGO / CSO – National

Education

Jiselle Joseph

Female

31-50

Government – National

Environment

Kaidar Kissoon

Male

31-50

Government – National

Environment

Kandis Sebro

Female

31-50

NGO / CSO – National

Other

Kathryn Audroing

Female

31-50

NGO / CSO – National

Environment

Kemba Jaramogi

Female

31-50

NGO / CSO – National

Environment

Misha Ali

Female

31-50

Government – National

Government

Nicole Leotaud

Female

51-65

NGO – International

Environment

Nyron Seaton

Male

31-50

Other

Finance & Investment

Odeka O'Neil

Female

31-50

Government – National

Government

Rachael Williams

Female

51-65

Small and Medium Business

Education

Rachel Edmund

Female

31-50

NGO - National

Other

Rayanna Sookoo

Female

19-30

Government – National

Cities/Urban Planning

Sarah Anuradha
Mohammed
Sharlisha Tulah

Female

19-30

Other

Other

Female

31-50

NGO – International

Infrastructure

Shireen Bascombe

Female

31-50

Youth

Finance & Investment

Shirley Cooke

Female

51-65

Small and Medium Business

Tourism

Sonja Julien-Wells

Female

31-50

Private Sector (large)

Other

Wayne Williams

Male

51-65

NGO – International

Environment
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WOMEN AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLES FOCUS GROUP – MAY 12, 2022
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
NAME

GENDER

AGE

STAKEHOLDER GROUP

SECTOR

Akende Rudder

Female

51-65

Women and Women Groups

Education

Antonette Joseph-Bissessar

Female

31-50

Women and Women Groups

Education

Athia Kerr

Female

19-30

Women and Women Groups

Other

B. Spence

Female

66-80

Women and Women Groups

Other

Cindy Chandool

Female

National Coordinator

Other

Colleen Davis

Female

51-65

Local Community

Other

Donna Ali

Female

66-80

Women and Women Groups

Other

Isele Robinson-Cooper

Female

51-65

Women and Women Groups

Other

Jacquie Burgess

Female

66-80

Women and Women Groups

Environment

Kamla Tewarie

Female

66-80

Women and Women Groups

Other

Lisa Jaggernauth

Female

19-30

Women and Women Groups

Other

Nelcia Robinson

Female

66-80

Indigenous Peoples

Environment

Onika Mars

Female

31-50

Women and Women Groups

Other

Rachel Edmund

Female

31-50

Women and Women Groups

Other

Rosemary Lall

Female

51-65

UNDP

Environment

Samantha Armorgan

Female

31-50

Women and Women Groups

Other

Samantha Khan

Female

31-50

UNDP

Education

Sarah Anuradha Mohammed

Female

19-30

Local Community

Environment

Simone Leid

Female

51-65

UNDP

Other

Sunity Maharaj

Female

51-65

UNDP

Education

Varsha Gopaulchan

Female

19-30

UNDP

Other
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PRIVATE SECTOR FOCUS GROUP – MAY 5, 2022
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
NAME

GENDER

AGE

STAKEHOLDER GROUP

SECTOR

Alisa Ali

Female

31-50

Large Business/Company

Industry

April Mc Kenzie

Female

31-50

Small and Medium Business

Industry

Arianne Richardson

Female

19-30

Small and Medium Business

Agriculture & Food

Avinash Lutchman

Male

19-30

Large Business/Company

Other

Camille Roopnarine

Female

51-65

Micro Enterprise

Environment

Chandelle O'Neil

Other

19-30

Micro Enterprise

Green Energy

Christalle Gemon

Female

31-50

Large Business/Company

Other

Curt Rackal

Male

31-50

Large Business/Company

Industry

Damian Clarke

Male

19-30

Large Business/Company

Agriculture & Food

Dareem Jeffrey

Male

19-30

Micro Enterprise

Environment

Gregory Smith

Male

31-50

Large Business/Company

Finance & Investment

Hibah Mitchell

Female

31-50

Large Business/Company

Finance & Investment

Hyde Constantine Felix

Female

31-50

Micro Enterprise

Other

Kajol Ramroopsingh

Female

19-30

Large Business/Company

Agriculture & Food

Keisha Barcellos

Female

31-50

Large Business/Company

Trade & Commerce

Leslie Pichery

Male

51-65

Micro Enterprise

Extractives

Luís César Modesto do
Rosário
Mario Singh

Male

51-65

Large Business/Company

Transport

Male

31-50

Large Business/Company

Extractives

Nigel Ramlogan

Male

51-65

Large Business/Company

Other

Rosemary Lall

Female

51-65

Large Business/Company

Environment

Saidah Elder

Female

19-30

Large Business/Company

Other

Samantha Khan

Female

19-30

Large Business/Company

Other

Sarah Prince

Female

19-30

Large Business/Company

Education

Sunity Maharaj

Female

0-18

Large Business/Company

Environment

Tanisha Alexander

Female

51-65

Micro Enterprise

Media

Tisha Marajh

Female

19-30

Large Business/Company

Agriculture & Food
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Varsha Gopaulchan

Female

31-50

Large Business/Company

Finance & Investment

Varuna Maharaj

Female

19-30

Micro Enterprise

Other
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YOUTH FORUM – APRIL 28, 2022
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
NAME

GENDER

AGE

STAKEHOLDER GROUP

SECTOR

Alan Cooper

31-50

Male

United Nations

Other

Amanda Ackbarali-Ramdial

31-50

Female

Youth

Education

Arista Katwaroo

19-30

Female

Youth

Environment

Avinash Lutchman

19-30

Male

United Nations

Other

Brooke Hadeed

19-30

Female

Youth

Trade & Commerce

Chaeli Cipriani

19-30

Female

Youth

Other

Chandelle O'Neil

19-30

Other

Youth

Other

Cherayne McFarlaneMarshall
Cherelle Lashley

31-50

Female

Youth

Government

31-50

Female

Youth

Health

Christalle Gemon

31-50

Female

United Nations

Other

Christianne Zakour

19-30

Female

Youth

Environment

Gregory Smith

31-50

Male

United Nations

Other

Hannah Lochan

19-30

Female

Youth

Environment

Isaiah John

19-30

Male

Youth

Education

Jaekyle Edgar

19-30

Female

Youth

Education

Jewel Hills

31-50

Female

Youth

Education

Josanne Sylvester

19-30

Female

Youth

Education

Joshua Prentice

19-30

Male

Youth

Environment

Katrina Khan-Roberts

31-50

Female

Youth

Environment

Mikella Hosein

19-30

Female

Youth

Environment

Mishael Henry

0-18

Male

Youth

Environment

Neia Nanys

19-30

Female

Youth

Food & Agriculture

Patricia McGaw

31-50

Female

Precious Christopher

19-30

Female

Youth

Other

Priyanka Lalla

0-18

Female

Youth

Environment

Richie Bansraj

19-30

Male

Youth

Other

Extractives
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Rosemary Lall

31-50

Female

United Nations

Environment

Samantha Khan

19-30

Female

United Nations

Education

Sarah Prince

19-30

Female

United Nations

Environment

Sean McCoon

19-30

Male

Youth

Environment

Sharon Winchester

31-50

Female

Youth

Health

Shaueel Persadee

19-30

Male

Youth

Environment

Luke Smith

31-50

Male

Youth

Food & Agriculture

Takyana Nedd

19-30

Female

Youth

Other

TiaMarie Lander

19-30

Female

Youth

Health

Trixie Phillips

19-30

Female

Youth

Other

Varsha Gopaulchan

19-30

Female

United Nations

Other
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TRADE UNION FOCUS GROUP – APRIL 26, 2022
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
NAME

GENDER

AGE

STAKEHOLDER GROUP

SECTOR

Amanda RamloganGangabissoon
Avinash Lutchman

Female

31-50

Government - National

Government

Male

19-30

United Nations

Other

Catherine Tudor-Kent

Female

51-65

Government - National

Government

Evelyn Theodore

Female

31-50

Trade Union

Government

Heidi Bason

Female

51-65

United Nations

Other

Ida Le Blanc

Female

51-65

Trade Union

Other

Kandis Sebro

Female

31-50

Trade Union

Other

Kishan Kumarsingh

Male

51-65

Government - National

Government

Linus Phillip

Male

51-65

Trade Union

Transportation

Michael Annisette

Male

66-80

Trade Union

Other

Onika Pryce-Burke

Female

31-50

Trade Union

Other

Rosa-Mae Whittier

Female

31-50

Government - National

Government

Rosemary Lall

Female

51-65

United Nations

Environment

Sarah Prince

Female

19-30

United Nations

Environment

Sati Gajadhar Inniss

Female

51-65

Trade Union

Industry

Shellon Trim

Male

31-50

Trade Union

Utilities

Varsha Gopaulchan

Female

19-30

United Nations

Other

Vera Guseva

Female

31-50

United Nations

Other
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CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANISATION (CSO) FORUM – APRIL 19, 2022
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
NAME

GENDER

AGE

STAKEHOLDER GROUP

SECTOR

Adanna Narine

Female

31-50

NGO-National

Other

Agostini Cunningham

Male

31-50

Other

Other

Akende Rudder

Female

51-65

Women, Women groups

Other

Bhawani Persad

Male

51-65

Persons with disabilities

Human rights

Candice Campbell

Female

31-50

NGO-International

Other

Claudette Pustam

Female

51-65

NGO-National

Education

Curelle Thomas-Rouse

Female

31-50

NGO-National

Denise Receia Douglas

Female

31-50

Academia, Science

Poverty and social
development
Other

Eastlyn Samuel

Female

51-65

Local Community

Community development

Gia Gaspard-Taylor

Female

51-65

NGO-National

Giselle Mendez

Female

31-50

NGO-National

Environment and
sustainability
Community development

Ivan Hinkson

Male

66-80

NGO-National

Other

Jennifer Massiah

Female

51-65

NGO-International

Karen Leong-Sem

Female

31-50

NGO-National

Environment and
sustainability
Education

Keima Gardiner

Female

31-50

Other

Khadijah Tyrell

Female

31-50

NGO-National

Krista Hamel-Smith

Female

31-50

Persons with disabilities

Kristopher Rattansingh

Male

19-30

NGO-National

Latoyaa Roberts

Female

31-50

NGO-International

Environment and
sustainability
Other

Lawrence Arjoon

Male

31-50

NGO-National

Education

Michelle Lashley-Bisram

Female

51-65

Persons with disabilities

Patricia A McGaw

Female

66-80

NGO-National

Racheal Gopee-Kissoon

Female

31-50

NGO-National

Rachel O.S. Edmund

Female

31-50

NGO-National

Poverty and social
development
Environment and
sustainability
Environment and
sustainability
Community development

Environment and
sustainability
Environment and
sustainability
Health
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Reina Frampton Timothy

Female

31-50

NGO-National

Education

Roseann Reece

Female

51-65

NGO-National

Community development

Rosemary Lall

Female

51-65

Other

Other

Roslyn George

Female

51-65

NGO-National

Sharda Mahabir

Female

31-50

NGO-International

Tushara Maharaj

Female

31-50

Other

Environment and
sustainability
Environment and
sustainability
Environment and
sustainability
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5.3 NOTES ON CONSULTATIONS, FOCUS GROUPS AND DISCUSSIONS
NATIONAL CONSULTATION – MAY 23, 2022
Leadership Dialogue 1. Reflecting on the urgent need for actions to achieve a healthy planet
and prosperity of all
1.
How can we restore and regenerate a positive relationship with nature? List 2 or 3 good
practices and pathways that your partners would like to see scaled up to enable a move to a
healthy planet?
1. Reestablish people’s direct contact with the natural environment: It is essential to reestablish
people’s direct contact with nature to build a healthy relationship with nature, which is the basis
of many if not all positive practices. Exposure to the environment changes people. Such exposure
may include accessible green spaces, green walls and plants. The lack of green urban walking
spaces is a particular characteristic of Trinidad and Tobago’s urban areas. Part of the adjustment
to create environmentally aware public will include getting people back out of the offices and
homes and reducing attachment to mobile devices. Reducing in-person office-based work will
allow for environmental recuperation which can in turn lead to environments that are more
agreeable to the public. Staggered and remote work are lessons from the pandemic. As people
begin to move around more in natural spaces, there is the related issue of security in Trinidad and
Tobago, but that is a tangential issue which needs to be addressed separately.
2. Formal and informal education on the environment and anthropogenic effects: The meeting
recognized that it is important to start with the very young, from the school-age and the use of
competitions and games, especially geared at the young. There should be new forms of education
that revolve around hands-on experiences with the environment. This curriculum should be
available to youth groups and youth clubs to use as well. Environmental education should
continue all the way up to university. Some version of environmental studies should be a
mandatory part of all formal education.
3. Media should improve its focus on the environment: The media have a powerful role to highlight
the environment, benefits, degradation and value. People still do not understand the impact of
their actions upon the environment. For instance, according to the latest Government
implemented knowledge, awareness and practices (KAPS) survey, only 5% of respondents said
that environmental damage as part of government focus. More needs to be done with
environmental literacy, once again starting with the young, for understanding the value of the
natural environment. Besides the young, policy makers and people within the government need
to be made aware. In general people need to take personal responsibility for their people often
do not see the linkages between their actions and impacts. This can lead to a kind of capacity
development from the ground right up to senior movers and shakers and religious leaders.
Other
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4. A concerted effort to improve signage and bins in natural spaces where forma waste collection
services do not have access.
5. Incentivization of positive behaviours (particularly with regard to waste) via a sort of credit or
point system that can contribute to improved life.

2.
What are the actions that your country/partners would take to scale up the change
towards a healthy planet? What policies/structures need to be in place for you to take such
action?
Funding mechanisms appear to the chief challenge to the scale up of projects. Nevertheless, suggestions
were split between (a) improving funding for environmental projects, (b) cultural change related to
creating a society that is more supportive of such projects, (c) and adjusting the approach to national
accounting to include externalities.
1. Coordinated approach to charitable giving: One suggestion was a system of giving that blends
public and household giving with matched CSR/ESG and state funding. This is effectively a
crowdfunding and partnership approach. However, it was recognized that the group knew of
no such successful project in the Caribbean or similar countries. It was recognized that this
would require governance mechanisms and structures to ensure transparency and to
maintain donor confidence and prevent corruption.
2. Cultural change by expanding the type and range of stakeholders: Religious leaders,
gatekeepers and so-called “community leaders”, among other uncommon stakeholders to
create a culture that is supportive of environmental project. Such agents were seen as
important for teaching responsibility of which environmental responsibility is but a subset.
The undergirding philosophy should be “Environmental pride is national pride.” This was
deemed essential to scale-up. Another suggestion was, Going back to the future. Interestingly,
crowdfunding approaches (previous point) entail a strong marketing a promotion component
which is linked to cultural change.
3. Natural resource and environmentally inclusive national accounting systems & toolkits: The
current model of economic development needs to change aware from GDP include the value
of production that involves the costs and benefits of externalities. Since this can be
complicated for administrations, simple toolkits are recommended. They should include ways
of integrating natural capital and pricing externalities. Given the length of the policy cycle, it
was recommended that these be simple and user-friendly and even usable by communities.
4. A hub and nexus for all that is happening environmentally: This information can help to
create synergies among projects and help them scale through partnerships and sharing of
resources.

3.
How could marginalized and vulnerable groups benefit from policies and initiatives
designed to restore a more sustainable and resilient relationship with nature (that mitigates
nature risks)?
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To build trust with vulnerable groups, governments and partner agencies must have something to offer,
whether this is financing, expertise, visibility or some other resource. With regard to how to engage the
marginalized and vulnerable, the following suggestions were proffered:
1. Targeting and identifying community influencers to facilitate the required conversations within
communities.
2. A bottom-up approach should be used such that communities themselves determine their project
targets and objectives and other relevant aspects of M&E should be driven from the ground up.
3. There are several cases of existing community projects that ae inclusive and that have even scaled
up. These need to be highlighted and celebrated to inspire other groups, communities and
vulnerable populations.
4. It is difficult to convince the powers that be to embrace bottom-up approaches. As such it would
always be valuable to have partnership approaches between government and grassroots agents
of change. In other words, there is the need for simultaneous top down and bottom-up
approaches.

4.
How can we safeguard the rights of people and nature, including among others,
indigenous peoples and local communities, environmental defenders, women, youth, future
generations?
Change does not occur among these groups unless there is some tangible benefit (such as a financial
benefit). Prior work with grassroots and lower income groups shows that such groups have little mental
space and time to dedicate to environmentally progressive initiatives unless they are incentivized. Often
such initiatives to support environmental work, for instance, as under the beverage container bill which
can be a way for the vulnerable to be involved and earn an income.
There is also a need for information to clearly show the link between the environment and benefits to
people’s standard of living. This can be tied into question 2(3), new systems of national accounting.

5.
What are the new or prioritized set of metrics and indicators needed for tracking our
progress towards a healthier and more prosperous planet?
•
•
•
•

Opinions, awareness and sentiments, such as the KAPS survey
Practices.Livelihoods, incomes and quality of life.
Moving beyond GDP as a measure of improvement i.e. nw systems of national accounting can
yield metrics that go beyond fiscal and monetary measures.
Carbon pricing and increasing the environmental tax.

Such measurement will require an independent oversight agency, like a watchdog group to ensure
neutrality/objectivity.
Other metrics can be public engagement measured by people involved, giving from the public as under
the coordinated giving approach under 2 (1).
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6.

What are some of the nature-based solutions that can help us adapt to climate change?
1. More accessible green spaces, walls, in parking lots, in urban areas, to reduce solar gain.
2. Better signage and general public education on the environment and anthropogenic effects.
3. Fiscal allocations to increase, perhaps funded by taxation, to improve funding to all projects
with real potential.
4. General a priority list of projects and make it public. Refilling and rehabilitation of quarries
should be high on the list along with priority given to enforcement of laws regarding land
degradation. An important project highlighted was the quarrying on the Toco stretch which
has left huge craters of scarred earth.
5. All aspects of waste recycling and composting, inclusive of public education: Up to 70-80% of
waste is recyclable and up to 23% of organic waste should not come to the landfill. A national
composting project should be a priority, with schools having composting plots and home
gardens being established along with requisite education on recyclables, including jobs and
employment opportunities. All approaches should link the “coalition of the willing” to
economic benefits.
6. Reforestation: There is the need to We must target reforestation in the right way – in a
targeted way, with small-scale project-based approach. Funding and equipment for
environmental police. Funding needs to be enhanced. Issue of quarrying on the Toco stretch.
We have left huge craters of scarred earth. Refilling and rehabilitation of quarries. Enforce the
laws regarding land degradation.

7.
What kind of follow-up activities would you (your group) like to see from
Stockholm+50?
•
•
•

•

A green knowledge and project hub for CSOs/NGOs to be know what is happening in the
environmental subsectors and to facilitate connection.
The group wanted to see any actionable project, instead of inaction and conversation around the
issues.
Any activity should feature strong community involvement. Therefore, a national conversation
with community leaders and unconventional non-stakeholders on climate change may be
considered to see what new champions may be uncovered and engaged.
An initiative to engages the performing arts as champions to get the message of sustainability out
to a wider public that is currently not engaged e.g. Trini Bad artistes.

Leadership Dialogue 2. Achieving a sustainable and inclusive recovery from the
coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic
1.
What are the most promising sustainable and inclusive recovery practices currently
being applied by public, private and civil society groups at individual, community, city, regional,
country level? And how could we scale them up?
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-

-

-

Key themes
o E-Learning resources for Environmental Education, especially at the secondary level,
have been very successful during the pandemic and rapidly scaled
o Home gardening and community gardening techniques were successfully deployed
o Research shows that additional support is required specifically for Micro and Small
enterprises, who account for a large proportion of economic activity, and often operate
informally
o New methodologies need to be developed to measure development progress
Some organizations shared the activities that they are currently applying, and shared requests
and suggestions to scale up:
o Network of Rural Woman Producers
 Established Community Gardens in rural communities
• Collaborated with local government and police youth clubs
• Initial implementation impacted 150 youth and women in 1 community
• Expanded to 3 other communities
• Interesting in scaling nationally, but needs funding and additional
support for outreach
o CANARI
 Capacity building support to local Green-Blue Enterprises to increase
sustainability and climate-proof their activities
 Study on Financing Challenges for Micro-Enterprises
• More support is needed specifically for small and micro-enterprises
• CANARI Technical Report: Enhancing financing for Local Green-blue
Enterprises in Trinidad and Tobago: Challenges and opportunities"
https://canari.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/FinancingLGEs_TT_CANARI-EJ-technical-report-405.pdf
 Assessment Public Sector Responses and Initiatives for Cov-19 Recovery
• There is a strong government focus on supporting MSMEs. But specific
focus is needed for Micro Enterprises in the informal sector
• The continued expansion of the oil and gas sector is concerning
• Gov needs to look at comprehensive wealth accounting to measure
development
• Opportunities to develop mechanisms and policies for inclusive decision
making
 CANARI collaborates heavily with several community organizations on
participatory initiatives
 Tobago Blue Economy Strategy

CZITT
o
o

Initially hosted National Secondary Schools Climate Quiz prior to closure of schools
during lockdown
As lockdowns came into effect, the organization developed an e-learning platform for
Environmental Science
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Hired 60 content developers
Produced 500 teaching videos for secondary students
Running for 2 years and has expanded to other countries, like Jamaica and
Guyana
 It’s leveling the playing field by creating valuable high quality teaching content
that anyone can access from anywhere
 Adding more content to target more age groups
Competition for students to make videos which envision the future of the world in 2050
Sustainable agriculture with farmers
 Planting trees as a carbon offset
 Aquaponics
 Beekeeping
 Overall integrated farming model
 Attaining funding and support from companies who want to offset their carbon
footprint
 Mapping Carbon Offsets into a GIS
Coordinating with University to build a solar dryer to enable Moringa production and
export
ESG platform being developed in collaboration with Estonia government
Survey developed: unow.org
 Citizens will rank SDGs according to what they care most about.




o
o

o
o
o

2.
What recovery and pre-existing practices need to be changed to ensure an inclusive and
sustainable recovery?
-

-

Key themes:
o More collaboration needed amongst private enterprises, government agencies,
International NGOs, and local CSOs toward achieving shared objectives
o Continued access to e-learning opportunities as were developed during lockdown
o Broadband internet access and associated devices for all across the country
o Adapting interventions and community styles to the individual micro-communities in the
country, as well as to specific marginalized groups
o Lockdowns created a necessity for all citizens to return to practices that are naturally
more sustainable. Examples include home gardening, cooking more healthy foods at
home, reduced use of single use plastics, energy efficient practices in the home, etc.
These practices need to be continued post-pandemic to capitalize on long term benefits.
CZITT
o Using e-learning platforms to level the playing field by creating valuable high quality
teaching content that anyone can access from anywhere
o Sustainable agriculture enabled by organizations who want to offset their Carbon
footprint through collaboration with local farmers and deployment of an integrated
farming model
o Mapping the SDGs according to the priorities of the local community through a survey
instrument, then using this information to develop an ESG platform for corporations
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-

-

Massy Foundation: Large Private Sector Donor
o Beyond just providing funding, the foundation considers itself as a conduit for
information sharing, relationship building, and collaboration
o Promoting SDG awareness to local CSOs and encouraging them to align their activities to
the achievement of SDGs
o Using SDG alignment to encourage collaboration and synergy among organizations who
are working towards achieving similar objectives
o “Sustainability is not enough”. We need to ramp up to Regenerative Development,
which involves increasing impact now, so that if necessary, we can scale back to
sustainable based on the aggressive investments we make now
o Need to look more closely at best practices and align activities of CSOs with these best
practices
 Example: community hydroponics. The basic system is not sustainable in the
long term. Orgs need to figure out how to adapt the system to real-world
circumstances to reduce need for fertilizers, insect repellents, etc, and make
them more cost efficient and self-sustaining.
Castara Tourism Development Association
o Pandemic led to very specific challenges for local communities. Using the example of a
UNDP funded Community Solid and Liquid Waste Programme in Castara.
 Community needed to band more closely together in order to achieve the
objectives
 The communication strategy needed to be adapted to the culture of their
specific community, and even moreso for several groups within their community
• West Tobago culture is different to countryside culture
• Fishing village culture is different to farm culture
• Within the fishing village there are 4 different micro-culture
o Bay culture
o Block culture
o Village culture
o Home culture
• Also communication to village elders needs to be differentiated from
others: for example, although young people adapted quickly to Zoom
and other online communication, elders communicate directly through
the church or whatsapp groups.
o Part of the UNDP funded project was a sustainability shop which offers biodegradable
products at the price of the Styrofoam products to enable sustainable economic
transition
o To address pandemic job loss and education issues, several academic and vocational
classes were developed
 Village elders were engaged to provide skills training to youth to ensure that this
generational knowledge was not lost to the community
 In return, the youth taught digital skills to village elders
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The community center was also used as a space for academic and vocational
learning for both secondary school students and unemployed adults in need of
reskilling
Melanie Trim – THA Energy Affairs Unit
o The Pandemic has created “space” for more healthy and sustainable practices due to rechanneling of energy and resources based on necessity created by lockdown and job
losses
 Electricity bills initially increased during lockdown due to people spending more
time at home. This encouraged people to try more advanced energy
conservation methods, such as installing solar water heaters, smart devices to
manage electricity usage, etc
o Post-Pandemic continuity of these habits needs to be encouraged and scaled up through
education and awareness campaigns
o UNDP also has installed solar PV systems in schools through GCCA+ as a demonstration
project. These micro-systems they can now scale it up to electrify Little Tobago.


-

3.
How do we ensure that national policies lead to key actions taken to ensure a green,
sustainable recovery from COVID-19?
-

-

-

-

Key Themes
o Inter-sectoral collaboration needs to be emphasized and encouraged. Also collaboration
among government agencies needs to increase in order to utilize economies of scale,
align policies and chart a path forward to achieve shared objectives at a national level
o There is a need to move from simply developing policies, towards a focus on
implementation
 Policy needs to be tied to outcomes, outcomes tied to implementation plans,
plans aligned to funding sources, and a focus on monitoring and evaluation
THA Director of Environment and Reforestation
o Intersectoral committees, teams, and discussions are crucial to draft policies and chart
the way forward to recovery
o It is important to create nature based solutions and displaying the economic benefits
that can be achieved by conserving the natural environment
 Also necessary to help organizations that are currently working on conservation
to monetize their activities and ensure long-term financial sustainability
 Capacity development and public outreach/ awareness are important
Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Local Gov and Rural Development
o Moving from policy to implementation requires funding
o All Government Agencies need to submit clearly articulated plans and estimates now to
access the appropriate funding to achieve their policy objectives
Currently, Renewable Energy is perceived nationally as not financially feasible. More fiscal
incentives are needed to compete with the traditional fossil fuel electricity
Policies need to make proper considerations and understanding of the specific local audience in
order to be effective. Stakeholder engagement at all levels is critical.
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4.
How do we ensure that all countries/communities can benefit from opportunities
stemming from a sustainable and just transition?
-

-

-

Key Themes
o Retooling and reskilling of the labor force is an urgent need to support green economic
activities
o Learning models are changing in the wake of the pandemic. Traditional educational
methods may not work for everyone
o Public awareness and outreach is also critical to reduce misconceptions and stigmas
associated with adoption of green alternatives to traditional commodities and activities
o A nuanced hybrid communication strategy is required to reach various segments of the
society. For example, specific tailored communication channels and messaging for the
elderly would differ vastly from the approach for youth
Details
o The country is working towards increased adoption of Electric Vehicles and Renewable
Energy Generation. However, local mechanics, technicians, and auxiliary workers need
to be trained on how to repair and maintain EVs, wind turbines, install solar panels, etc
o There are many incorrect perceptions related to renewable energy alternatives in the
country. Public education and outreach is necessary to repair those misconceptions.
o Elder members of society are not easily reachable through social media marketing.
There are pre-existing community mechanisms which may be deployed to more
effectively reach older members of society, including village councils, interest groups,
cultural festivals, and art performances
o The orange economy should be looked into further through both islands for these types
of production. This can be exported and also implemented in other SIDS
o Trade Unions need to be included in the public outreach activities toward just transition,
as their members are most likely to be displaced by any interventions, and they would
need to be informed and trained on how to adapt to the changes and capitalize on the
opportunities that are created
o In Tobago, certification programmes to recognize skillsets that were developed
informally, need to be established. For example, many people may have learned
specialized skillsets through apprenticeship programmes, watching youtube tutorials,
and general experience. However, these skills are not adequately recognized through
current formal academic credentials.
A key mandate, required by law, for co-operative societies (credit unions, etc), is to provide
educational resources to their members. All co-op societies allocate a portion of their budget
toward education, and they are able to reach the most vulnerable and disadvantaged members
of society.
o During the pandemic, credit unions focused their educational efforts heavily on homebased agriculture to ensure food security
o Post-Pandemic, co-ops are asking the UN and related organizations to advise on the
most appropriate allocations of educational investment to meet the highest priority
SDGs for the country
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5.
How can we create better performing industries and supply chains for a just transition
to more sustainable economies? which sectors are most critical?
-

-

-

-

-

Key themes
o It is necessary to bridge the skills-gap between young and older members of society
through collaboration and mentorship
o It is important to re-orient our society to train people on the necessary skills to adapt to
the changing global economy
What transcends industry is the need to address corruption and realise on an individual basis
the small things that each of us may do that contributes to corruption and building
accountability around that awareness
Food security is a major issue and challenge especially for SIDS particularly due to political and
climate change so we need to consider how we will manage our food supply and the supply of
healthy and sustainable food
Data Collection and Management is a major issue. Stakeholders need more accessible and
reliable data to support more effective decision making
o There are a lot of challenges in decision making as there is not enough data to
determine which projects are the most effective and this can be done in a cooperative
way between the young and old.
o There are young people knowledgeable in coding and math but may not have the
expertise while there are older persons who are Subject Matter Experts with liited
contemporary analytical skills. If there are partnerships, they can form a
combination/team where the young can provide the analytical skills and the senior
persons can provide the expertise in order to create solutions to improve sectors and
the efficiency of the gov't and private sector.
Incorporating life skills in the education curriculum is needed to teach basic supply chain issues,
financial literacy, home economics, in order to teach people how to survive in the real world.
One of the industries that should be included in indices for measurement is the maritime sector
which is not currently included in the NDCs. Maritime has opportunities to be more efficient and
reduce our carbon footprint

6. What kind of follow-up activities would you (your group) like to see from Stockholm+50?
-

-

A quarterly discussion with the same key stakeholders who were assembled for the Stockholm
consultation, to share data, progress, chart implementation activities, update or review policies,
etc
The Caribbean region needs to collaborate more closely on environmental conservation
activities
More implementation challenges or competitions should be encouraged to foster innovation
and strengthen collaboration among organizations to develop solutions to pressing current
challenges
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-

-

More accountability and transparency is needed with regard to monitoring progress toward
achieving national environmental conservation goals
When interventions are developed for local communities, the project designs should include
considerations for training of members of the local communities to transfer knowledge, manage
the intervention and ensure long term sustainability
A sharper focus on inclusivity is needed, to ensure that all outputs can be equitably utilized by
all stakeholders and beneficiaries
More equitable distribution of resources and funding among local CSOs and NGOs

Leadership Dialogue 3. Accelerating the implementation of the environmental
dimension of sustainable development in the context of the decade of action and
delivery for sustainable development
1.
What are the biggest challenges we are facing in implementing the commitments to the
2030 Agenda and other environmental commitments (MEAs)? How do we create an enabling
environment for delivery on the ground?
Networking and linking all stakeholders
-

There is need for stakeholder representation, engagement and involvement at all levels private sector, acadamia, ngos, indigenous and minority groups.

Education and change in attitude
-

Need for education beyond traditional education systems – use of capacity building, arts,
culture. Use of a multi-disciplinary system.
Engagement must not be seen as a one off event, but instead as an sustained, integrated activity
that fosters inclusion and representation.
Use indigenous knowledge and methods for knowledge transfer and capacity building.

Economics and Equity
-

Needed for transformation. Apply it to the distribution and access to resources.
Use standing committees as data centres to support data analysis and drive policy requirements
and transformation.

Awareness and Engagement
-

-

Need to include marginalized groups, rural groups and minorities in the discussions and
narrative.
General public needs to be aware of our agreements and commitments and how each person
can contribute. Bridge the gap through outreach and breakdown the issues to smaller bite-sized
pieces of relatable information.
Include all sectors as standing committees, for all stakeholders, who can be called upon.
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Cookie-cutter approaches by funding agencies
-

Each country has a different approach, culture and need. The one-size fit all commitments are
difficult for countries to follow.
Funding agencies have set guidelines, regardless of the country benefiting.

Communications methods need to be updated and mechanisms need to be relevant
-

-

Use trending ways to catch messages and appeal to the various demographics and audiences.
Assess the impact post-implementation – 3, 5 or 10 years later. How are the activities being
sustained in the long term to effect the change?
One-off projects are implemented and executed, and the result is expected to last a generation.
What are the needs of future generations, and how are projects being designed to cater for
these future needs?
Need to monitor and evaluate post project.

Siloed approach to development and undiversified economy
-

This limits our ability to fulfil our commitments to implement solutions.

Crime/ State of the economy
-

High crime levels deter foreign investments, and this has a roll-on effect with being able to
prioritise and fulfil commitments.

2.
What are the good practices and pathways that you would like to see scaled up to
accelerate the implementation of the environmental dimension of Sustainable Development
in the context, of the Decade of Action?
Communications
-

The awareness and educational practices can be scaled up.
It can be included in School Based Assessments (SBAs) to push knowledge and put things into
practice.
Use theatre and the visual arts to generate momentum and public interest with youth.

Alignment
-

How they align with NDCs and wider environmental national goals and vision.

Context- based co-productions
-

The involvement of communities to bring about cultural transformations. Best Village and
SANFEST for cultural heritage.
Include vulnerable communities.

Strengthen governance and equity-centric
-

Strengthen the ICT, environmental, social, economic governance for more coordinated
inclusivity.
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Existing regional and international standards
-

Use these as a guide for good practices, which can be tailored to the national context.

Use the education system and curriculum
-

Students have been transitioning with the reduce, resuse and recycle cultures which have been
applied in the home.

3.
How to transform governance and legal systems that maintain long-term economic
stability and ecological and social wellbeing for all?
Need to define governance
-

Interpretations and methods of governance can vary across groups – ngos, indigenous groups
and countries.

Inclusivity
-

-

Systems need to recognize the need and integration of the youths and marginalized groups in an
ongoing and sustained basis.
Adhere to international standards on governance - ISO 37000, ISO 37100, SPHERE Standards can
be adopted to help promote and maintain standards, to help strengthen local government,
measure achievements, and improve governance.
International organizations, like the UN system, encourage and ensure representation and
inclusion from the grass roots levels.

Restorative justice and practices
Transition to investment frameworks that promote environment and discourage carbon-heavy products.
Difficulty in prioritising investments and areas for implementation
-

Developed countries do not face same difficulties as do SIDS.
The solutions are formulated from learning lessons and successful experiences with other
territories.
There is a disconnect between the top and bottom.

Message, delivery of the messages and education
-

Understand each group and generation have a different culture and need a different way of
communicating/ interpreting messages.
Messages need to be tailored and follow-through with actions to be able to effectively make a
change.

Communities of Character
-

Improve governance through instilling the principles of integrity, accountability and fairness.
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4. What measures are needed to align public, private and development finance with existing
commitments and priorities?
Widespread engagement
-

-

Coordination mechanism that brings together public and private financing, especially in the
context of aligning this mechanism with wider national and international commitments – PARIS
Agreement, SGDs, ESCAZU Agreement etc.
Engagements and partnerships should include community participation and involvement as a
requirement to funding.
The establishment of a sustained office/mechanism/ framework/ one-stop shop that brings
together the interests of public and private financing to support the alignment of existing
commitments and priorities.

Better alignment
-

-

Use an opportunity-based approach, and not the traditional risk-based approach to investments
and financing. Explore the benefits of investing in risk reduction and prevention and how
mitigation can be funded.
Ensure/ promote sustainability to make sure the vision of the organization can be achieved.

Strengthen existing mechanisms and building capacity
-

-

Mechanism in the Green Fund (Trinidad and Tobago) to build capacity before applying for
funding for larger projects.
Green Climate Fund is separate from the Green Fund (Trinidad and Tobago).
Banks and financial institutions need to see investments in innovation as progressive and
include in the future as a viable business option. The business sector must see the business
model and the banks need to realise the potential benefits which include supporting
environmental best practices while facilitating innovative business practices.
Grant funding and loans – The former comes with significant stipulations.
Green bonds can be used to finance environmental projects across public-private partnerships.
Smaller ngos need to focus on succession planning and building capacity, integration and
partnerships.

Establish/ re-establish a Liaison Office (with the Green Fund)
-

Assign people to work with the community groups to ensure the money reaches where it should
– to the benefit of the people.
Value the resources of the community. There are funds available but just cannot be accessed.
Need for greater access for financing linking the use of dollars/money to address the various
social issues.

5. What type of partnerships from the UN and beyond are needed to accelerate a green and
sustainable economic transformation that leaves no one behind?
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-

Partnerships on design, execution, monitoring and evaluation of policies, programmes and local
partnership.
Partnerships on documenting indigenous knowledge and indigenous ways of knowing.
Moving from partnership to collaboration and engaging widely across all sectors
Partnerships for co-production, co-learning and co-improvement. In the co-production model,
all persons engaged in the discussion are decision-makers.
Stronger monitoring mechanisms at the community level.

6. What capacities and technologies are needed to improve human wellbeing in harmony with
nature, including digital technologies?
-

Retraining and retooling
Stronger data collection and data sharing policies which facilitate sharing but ensure the
protection of the individual and data.

7. What policies and actions do we need to implement in order to achieve our environmental
commitments including our National Determined Contribution (NDC)?
Strengthen Implementation and enforcement
-

A Climate Law in the UK, strengthen a partnership with the ngos, cbos, private partnership to
support enforcement of regulations and provisions, to achieve NDC goals and commitments.

Develop toolkits
-

Use toolkits to support the involvement of ngos and

Tap into the available talent and knowledge
-

There are many young persons who are involved in environmental projects, but left out of the
conversations, discussions and policy making.

Strengthen partnerships
-

Partnerships with bodies (public, private, ngos etc) with already existing relationships with the
communities.

8. What kind of follow-up activities would you (your group) like to see from Stockholm+50?
Wider stakeholder engagements
-

Meeting with relevant stakeholders.
Share information widely on availability of funds

Data collection and data sharing
-

More data collection and assessments on social measures.
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-

Share status and updates on green economy transformation

Build capacities
-

Build capacities at the local government level

Call for action
-

Need for an Action Plan, a national conversation to tap into the energy of our youth.
Decision makers need to be at the table to implement the actions.
Actions need to be implementable and actionable.

WOMEN AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLES FOCUS GROUP – MAY 12, 2022
Leadership Dialogue 1 Reflecting on the urgent need for actions to achieve a healthy planet and
prosperity of all
Q1. How can we restore and regenerate a positive relationship with nature? List 2 or 3 good practices
and pathways that you would like to see scaled up to enable a move to a healthy planet?
•

Green spaces to take a break and step out into nature and also promoting and maintaining the
green spaces as one of the problems in this country is maintaining what we embark upon.

Q2. What are the actions that you (your group) would take to scale up the change towards a healthy
planet? What policies/structures need to be in place for you to take such action?
•

•

Completion of a heritage village showcasing all aspects of indigenous way of life e.g. Nature
trails, butterflies and hummingbirds, agriculture, indigenous buildings, green spaces and the use
of solar energy. Around Trinidad we would see the indigenous and traditional ways of
agriculture being implemented after people see it in the village.
There are plans in place for the 1st of June to 13th of June 2022 for school girls and women to
reacquaint them with soil and the agriculture. This organization will be giving them literature
with the planting and soil in schools that are in north central and south, and the children will
come from different communities as well.

Q4. How can we safeguard the rights of people and nature, including among others, indigenous peoples
and local communities, environmental defenders, women, youth, future generations?
•

Policies which have a life beyond development stage, more regulation that come out of these
policies. Regulations for long lasting cross cutting policies

Leadership Dialogue 2 Achieving a sustainable and inclusive recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic
Q2. What recovery and pre-existing practices need to be changed to ensure an inclusive and sustainable
recovery?
•

What are the specific needs of women and indigenous people for an equitable covid-19
recovery? How has the pandemic impacted women and indigenous people overall and
differently?
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•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

With regard to single mothers, one of the issues is that single mothers aren’t considered in
conversations and decisions to be made for e.g. Govt removed single mothers’ assistance and in
terms of sustainability, this is important because you can give a food hamper today but
tomorrow they’ll still be hungry so we need to help people be sustainable…there aren’t
sustainability programs geared towards single mothers …we can do better in bridging these gaps
where the gov’t falls short.
When you match the support programmes that the gov’t provides to the lived experience of
people, there is a disconnect in the demand and supply so there is a concern as to if the money
is actually going to people in need
Is there enough communication telling people what is available and showing them that there is
fairness in the process? Too much information is in the hands of people who know how to work
the system but not those who need the system as information doesn’t reach down to the people
who need it, in order to access it.
Women’s organizations are underfunded, and the funding received does not impact on what are
trying to do as it is so small in amount.
Were things better or worse in terms of the local response to the need of single mothers before
or after Covid-19?
There wasn’t a good response before the pandemic, there was very little to access in terms of
assistance and what was available was cumbersome and time consuming So many people give
up halfway through. Due to the rigor of the process of getting help, by the time 6 months pass
and they are still getting put through assessments, people give up. Even though the gov’t did
what was expected from a crisis, more could have been done during COVID-19.
The pandemic has affected especially women with respect to school children’s education- those
people that have devices don’t know how to get children to pay attention in schools, but for
those in the rural communities, access to devices and connectivity is a problem.
The mother may be at home and doesn’t have the knowledge to help their child, and the fathers
may resort to violence when asked to help the child with their schooling
National homework centers or childcare centers at a community level are needed to take the
burden off women and mothers from being the primary one responsible for childrearing
There also needs to be more education / teaching geared towards men to break down gender
roles because even though initiatives like the day care centers are done at a community level it
still places the responsibility on the women and excludes the other parent. What is needed is to
focus on the education that men receive in terms of what gender roles should play out and how
it should be executed
This education must break the mindset that women alone have to care for the child and the
house. One of the reasons why we saw the incidence of domestic violence (DV) increase during
Covid is because while women have people to go to talk to, the men had sports and alcohol but
didn’t have anything to help them cope mentally which contributed to DV so more education
where men are concerned is needed to help women who are vulnerable or are victims of DV.
When counselling is done in schools, the girls tended to open up more than the males as they do
not want to share their challenges

Q3. How do we ensure that all countries/communities can benefit from opportunities stemming from a
sustainable and just transition?
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•

•

•
•

•

•

Behavioural changes are needed where gender roles are involved and a change in the
socialization process of different genders- in the home boys can get away with anything and the
girls have to do what the boys don’t want to do i.e., chores. It’s heartening that men’s group
have sprung into action (CARIMAN and the Single Father’s Association was mentioned). There is
a space for them in the discussion and when those groups say things that are not agreeable,
women who are invited into that space can challenge those views. It can provide us with a
forum that involves men. However, it is understood that before that can take place, men also
need a safe space to air their concerns, emotions, and thoughts without possibly being judged.
There are a number of gender sensitive men so we need to find the communication strategy to
call on them so they can contribute to the issue and partnerships can be formed.
Communication needs to be consistent and continuous to sink in.
There is a call for a program that is preventative in nature with respect to violence in families
and women.
How can we ensure the safety of women when there are Trinidadian men with ancient
perspective on gender roles for women re: objectivism and ownership? We have high murder
rates for mostly women and there are a high number of missing young women so how can we
pressure the govt and be heard.
We cannot need seriously address DV without bringing men to the table. Women and girls are
not abusing themselves It is done in a high percentage by men. We need civil conversation
between men and women, we need men’s views and women views to move forward, and to
bring men who are willing to interact in order to return to a culture of mutual respect- we will
always have imbalance in our community if this does not happen.
DV prevention intervention programmes have always involved men, however. The problem
arises after the training when they go back to their familiar environment, what is the follow up
mechanism? This is where the problem is, the cultural belief system is a strong one and hard to
change as many men and women believe this is how it needs to be. We are still where we were
25 years ago. Restraining orders do nothing to protect women. Deeper intervention is needed.

What are the roles of women and indigenous people in an environmental action post Covid 19?
•

•
•
•

•

There isn’t much advocacy for the African woman even though they have made valiant strides
nationwide; neither is their advocacy for Indigenous people who have done a lot for the
environment.
African people and indigenous people have a connection because they have a strong
relationship with the environment.
Indigenous utilization of land and the role of indigenous people in agriculture need to be
highlighted nationally.
Relying on the established ways of doing things does not work- women can leverage their
networking skills and partner with others such as govt and other organizations to represent a
force to be reckoned with.
Traditional agriculture is a space we should be looking into, as women want to take part but
don’t have land and most of them already help their husbands in the garden but do most of the
work. If they have access to land, they may be able to earn more.
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Leadership Dialogue 3 Accelerating the implementation of the environmental dimension of
Sustainable Development in the context of the Decade of Action
Q2. What are the good practices and pathways that you would like to see scaled up to accelerate the
implementation of the environmental dimension of Sustainable Development in the context, of the
Decade of Action?
Agricultural problems and support needed
•

•
•

With people planting in their backyard, there’s a problem with farmers having access to
roadways and land tenure. This prevents people from planting and also praedial larceny, people
have lost a lot of money from this.
SURE foundation did a marvelous initiative by giving out seedlings at a community level and
nationwide. This is now managed by ScotiaBank.
Unkempt lot of lands can be repurposed by NGOs for short crops to be planted, and the land can
be cleared by the person who is doing the planting with permission from the landowner. This
can count towards support recovery from COVID-19 and can be done on a community level.

Impact of climate change on indigenous people
•

•

•

•

•

Santa Rosa Museum- during the pandemic it was closed so funds were lost but in terms of the
agriculture – because this is an essential service they were able to continue the agricultural
production to assist community members.
Can there be something done to help the organization to recover or to not have as detrimental
an impact for future shocks? Response: Products can be placed online and museum tours
digitalized to have flow continuous of income.
However, the donors have failed because the continuity fails- the donors don’t want to provide
further resources to build capacity in order for groups and communities to continue the work
independently.
Activism and the impact on indigenous people- in Columbia, environmentalists are killed for
speaking out which is directly linked to a new question- have our colonial ways environmentally
induced climate change?
When we look at cheap labour taking place all over the world, it’s reminiscent of slavery. We are
fighting against the people who are trying to make changes so we are hitting a dead end.

Is it possible to suggest to the wider society/gov’t that there be a specific support to women developing
agriculture at the community level. Would this work?
•

•

Yes, for the agricultural sector the ministry of agriculture has a program of incentives and once
you do any type of agriculture you are allowed certain reimbursements, so you don’t pay the full
price
The question is how many women access these grants. If there is something specific to women
and indigenous people, it will push women into agriculture more as the sector is undeveloped
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•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

Now that we are moving into aquaponics and hydroponics these innovations are drawing
persons to agriculture as you don’t need much land space and you can have a greenhouse
without space.
Anyone that you assist should be able to stand on their own once they are given the necessary
tools. Using agriculture will create income for them as a family unit, different ages of children
will be exposed to agriculture as well as possible careers available to them now that they have a
skill, entrepreneurship- different effects can come from agriculture
This should be presented to the gov’t as something they can do to help women and indigenous
group and also in turn these groups would contribute to the national economy.
The Ministry of Youth is in the process of allocating 800acres of land for young people for
agriculture, over the next two years. Women’s organisations can lobby for that for women – the
issue of safety , security of land and the business of scaling up women in agriculture can be
addressed in a more substantial way
There is an age limit for the youth group initiative and older women would want to participate
but cannot due to their age
There needs to be a focus specifically on single mothers and stay at home mothers because the
single mothers’ population is no longer 11%- the numbers are way more, and there needs to be
consideration for that.We already have programmes for young people, and other factions of
society but there is nothing for single mothers and they can be good contributors’ to the
economy and but cant access existing programmes due to their age.
There is no marrying of the balance of women who are healthy and strong and farming even
though agriculture has evolved not just for those with land space. There is an age bias and
women who are over 35 are being left behind.
Piecemeal attempts to address these issues do not seem to be having the impact beyond a
particular space and time so then we revert back to what was there before with change
continuing to be incremental

What would a sustainable green future look like for you or for your organization?
•

•

•
•

•

Focus on self-sustainability – this angle will help us to protect our future. Promoting individual
planting through encouraging persons to plant and providing material for them to plant for food
security and plant more fruit and vegetable trees, etc.
Society’s interests are usually capitalist, and this serves to only benefit certain people and
interests and effect the further marginalization of indigenous people. Their lifestyles are going
to change due to climate change because they are not considered economically significant, but
they do play a part. We need greater investment in people and in the role they play in the
economy.
Hands on help to those in need – empowering people to be self-sustainable for a green future
and to make valuable contributions to a valuable society
Cutting down on carbon footprint , encouraging food security, partnering with ministries,
organizations, NGOs to address food insecurity with the vulnerable, addressing the problem of
street dwellers
A movement away from profit over people to a more people centered economy and a change in
general lifestyle where there is a movement away from consumerism. The trends of today such
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•
•
•

as Shein are not sustainable. We need to move away from this and to a more circular economy
so that anything we produce can have multiple uses for e.g., upcycling
Traditional farming, more interactions between male and female in terms of domestic violence,
collaborative partnerships
Making the environment central, not the economy and attached to that – our productive
systems and how people fit into that across the board.
Greater inclusion, and a challenge of cultural stereotypes and ideas around who we are and how
we want to advance as people. There must be recognition of our place in the natural ecosystem.
There is a shift that needs to take place.

Q6. What capacities and technologies are needed to improve human wellbeing in harmony with nature?
•

Nature based solutions underpinning that our human wellbeing is pinned to a healthy planet
and for this we need healthy resources, healthy bodies, waters, and seas, to support our planet

PRIVATE SECTOR FOCUS GROUP – MAY 5, 2022
Republic Bank Sustainability Overview
-

-

-

-

Republic bank has made a public commitment to mainstream sustainability in its operation
RB employs 6000 persons worldwide across 127 branches across 14 countries, mostly within the
Caribbean but recently also in West Africa/Ghana
RB is first signatory to UNEPFI’s six (6) Principles of Responsible banking aimed at financial
sustainability; we are also a founding signatory to the Net-Zero banking alliance which aims at
achieving net-zero carbon emissions by 2050
To achieve international obligations, the RB intends to adopt ESG as its overarching operation
strategy
Short term pledges include by 2025 50 have 30% of governance board comprise female directors
aspire to become leaders, design, and build new properties and existing properties to ingrain
sustainability options, by 2030 or sooner to switch entire RFHL fleet to full electric and include
charging stations, committed 2 million USD in climate financing
SDG focus, so far, we have invested 30 million in Solar PV’s
Private sector, particularly financial institutions, are in a unique position for collaboration to
achieve these goals
Economic priorities, geography and culture varies across countries where branches are located.
Each territory identified specific SDG’s that relate to their society and needs to assist development
of our strategic plans to achieve these goals
Group Sustainability Unit established; through our ESG system and priorities we will soon disclose,
we are currently working with consultants to conduct a baseline review of ESG platform progress
and identify material ESG issues that exist and building a ESG strategy to be made publicly
available
We would like to see greater partnerships and adherence to goal 17 in order to achieve goals and
create ESG environment
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-

-

The greatest challenge we have faced can be generalized into (1) Currency of ESG and SDG focus
within organization where there is a large, unionized population. Mainstreaming these ideologies
across the organization, different territories, and a large workforce. (2) There is a wider challenge
on selling to stakeholders and adapting ESG as the way forward within the region. International
arena shows EU has required ESG mandatory for disclosure, stock exchange also requires it to
determine investment options
Signing on to UNEFPI and SDG focus to a lesser extent has granted us access to financial best
practices across the board from international institutions and actors
Bank is also looking to support smaller businesses focused on climate and environment
preservation from the SME perspective. This has been identified as a key issue

National Gas Company Ltd. Overview
-

-

-

-

NGC almost a fully integrated energy company in the gas sector. Traditionally, we have been the
aggregator, we purchase gas from the upstream and onshore some of the gas goes for domestic
use e.g., processing and production chemicals at Pt. Lisas Estate. 10% of gas is used for domestic
purposes, with the majority being energy production
100% of our energy is supplied through natural gas. Projects are underway to diversify and make
operations greener
Foreign companies are also part of our group, e.g., PPGPL which mainly exports processed natural
gas liquids and provides all the cooking gas used in T&T. NGL Ltd. and NGCCNG and National
Energy and LABIDCO are also part of the group
Scientific community has come to a consensus that climate change is real yet there are persons
that remain unconvinced
Important is that there is a narrowing gap to reduce our emissions to reduce warming by 2
degrees Celsius
Expected population projections over the next few decades is also a challenge, estimated to reach
9 billion within a few decades
Sustainable solutions have to account for increased demand for resources, energy, transportation
etc
Switch to renewable energy is a gradual process that needs to happen
Climate change inequity, do we tell countries now entering these industries to stop?
NGC focus is on issues that are the focus of our stakeholders, including the government
NGC has been producing a sustainability report since 2017, this year we have embedded material
issues that need mapping internally and externally. The top seven issues were identified including
climate, adaption, resilience, asset integrity, emissions, anti-corruption etc.
Late last year NGC became the first T&T company to become registered a member of Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI). It is one of several sustainability reporting standards that exist
We are taking an assistance view on these issues as a national company, we heavily rely on
government revenues for operations
Energy transition will affect wide areas of society. It must be done in a systematic way, with
stakeholder engagement to minimize fallout
NGC has set a 2050 carbon neutral target
The lion’s share of energy consumption comes from the industrial and power generation sector
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-

-

-

How do we maximize efficiency while transitioning to a sustainable process? Do we have the right
persons and processes in place? E.g., NGC has recognised the benefits of remote working – less
transportation, emissions, energy consumption etc.
NGC’s current focus is how do we pivot to a greener, sustainable model?
NGC as partnered with other institutions to do work at the community level, e.g., teaching youth
how to install solar PV’s, energy efficiency audits etc.
Carbon capture sequestration, for the last 15 years, NGC has been involved in a reforestation
programme and has planted over 100 000 trees in T&T with partnership of the forestry division
Investments into renewable energy are being explored. Through National Energy, we have the
Super ESCO project which will work with energy efficiency providers to develop larger scale
efficiency projects. Hydrogen is a long-term project in this area. Hydrogen creation through water
electrolysis can lead to a swap from natural gas to renewable energy
Hydrogen creation requires a lot of energy, geo-thermal, wind and solar energy in the future can
accommodate this
One of our biggest challenges is methane emission, it is 80 times more potent than CO2, NGC has
been working with Orbital to establish a baseline for methane emissions
NGC has made data available to upstream players for greater accuracy in measuring baselines
and targets
NGC hopes to achieve a 75% reduction methane emission and 50% reduction of… emissions
Satellite data can also assist in agricultural sector for greater efficiency, sustainability etc.
Public awareness is another focus of operations, we have created a website called “carigreen” to
look at all green space activities within the region. It serves as an information hub for various
interested groups

Micro, Small and Medium Entrepreneurs in the Green Space
-

Accelerator Lab is the facility for innovation in the development space
It is a global initiative aims to include innovation and cutting-edge methodologies to tackle the
world’s most complex challenges
Focus is on the grassroot level and partnering with stakeholders already working on these
challenges

Eco-Wash: Dareem Jeffery
-

-

Eco-wash was launched in 2020 during the height of Covid-19
It is a mobile, autonomous, eco-friendly car wash that uses an average of 2 litres of water to wash
a vehicle. No infrastructure, drainage or electrical source is needed. Materials are also
biodegradable
Eco-wash has received support from the UNDP to expand their business and add more workers,
which include women who are sole breadwinners
Eco-wash was started due to my experiences in rural Trinidad (Moruga), where water supply was
always an issue
I moved to St. Augustine and started university and fascinated by the constant supply of water
This disparity in access the resources led to my frustration and conducting of research
These hubs enjoyed this access due to proximity to commerce areas
Trinidad has over 1 million registered cars, apart from other vehicles, on the road
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-

Without proper water management to wash all these cars, water will be wasted
Eco-was was developed to address this, we couple convenience with water conservation
technology
We have serviced more than 10 000 customers in our first year of operations
We are looking to scale and expand, however, there a unique challenge e.g. funding from banks,
innovative ideas
Youth employment and Entrepreneurial Initiative project sees us focusing on hiring youth within
the at-risk range of 17-25
We encourage persons to pursue other goals as well and make allow time-off for study/training
We are the only car-wash system operating on this level of service legally
We use less water at C3 when compared to the restaurants
Happy to hear what republic bank has in store for young persons and entrepreneurs

Crop Mate; Heidi and Arianne
-

A smart farming device for open field farmers
When placed in the soil, it can tell farmers how much water and micronutrients crops need
It pairs with a smartphone or tablet giving the farmer real time information and interventions to
restore crop health
Crop mate received capacity development from the UNDP to develop their project and
internationally certified project proposals. They subsequently have secured more funding
During an OAS programme in Chile, an innovation and entrepreneurial development course, the
crop mate team first met
While doing an exercise in developing ideas that address climate change, we were exposed to
“design thinking” which assist with viable solution creation
We narrowed our focus to farmers in the region due to having farmers in the group and similarities
in the questions we were asking
After compiling data on the region, we noticed a trend that water was mismanaged
We spoke to farmers to learn of the challenges they are facing e.g., unexpected droughts,
torrential rain etc.
They want to maximise use of soil in this context
During a brainstorming exercise, crop mate developed from an idea; what if the plants could talk
to us?
Product can also help unregistered farmers
We know it is going to take a regional effort to manage these challenges
Continuous validation of farmers was a focus
Different levels of literacy proved an issue with some farmers
We really wanted to assist farmers to react to drastic changes in the soil and environment
Exorbitant fees are paid for soil analysis which may take a long time and they may not even
understand
Crop mate helps them become autonomy and provides real time information.
Keeping farmers involved has ensured our success
Crop mate is a sustainable business built on the needs of farmers
We are going to build a community for them to share and exchange ideas, purchase inputs for
their soil
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-

We are happy to address food security and assist the farmers maintain an income with reduced
resources

Interactive Discussion
-

-

-

Consultations have started with different groups; CSO, Youth groups, Private sector. We will have
another consultation with women and indigenous people and national level consultations in
Trinidad and one in Tobago
Stockholm is intended to lead to action and collaboration between nations. E.g., financial
approaches, intergenerational responsibility, solidarity, and collective action
What actions do we need for Healthy Planet? How do we implement a green economy?
Sustainable Inclusive recovery from Covid-19?
Sustainable Development – SDG
We are in the decade of action; implementation must occur. 2030 is the goal, 2050 is generally
too late
Action and movement around a circular economy is important to SIDS; Waste is a challenge to
most of our territories…e.g., landfill capacities in T&T are almost met
Pollution could become a major issue for the next generation. Producers, consumers, and
regulators must embed circular economy thinking, with the aim to reduce waste through the
production and supply chain
Atlantic LNG has Circular economy approach, not only to waste, but products created, in their
long-term plan
In our 3–5-year strategy is green procurement which entails purchase of products and services
that are green

Responsible Principles during Covid-19 recovery
-

-

Greater transparency – allow for discussion, scrutiny and prevent green – washing through
interactive sessions
Sustainability Reports are needed, transparency must be embedded in government institutions
and processes
CSR and community projects must provide young people with the right skills for the future…eg.,
current NGC programme exists to provide digital skills to targets as this is needed regardless of
profession now in the world of work
National Energy – Programmes concerning solar PV installation is conducted through the lens of
resilience, entrepreneurial and digital skills, and environmental stewardship traditionally

Sustainable Development – Challenges and Actions
-

Not everything is climate-based or concerned in Trinidad
Policies and Principles on emission, sustainable activities etc. are not enforced
These need to be incorporated on the national level
Culture change, greater awareness of sustainability.
Sustainable practices can be done on an individual level as well, not just corporate
Spearheading initiatives can have a ripple effect on other institutions and at home
T&T is a very risk averse society and not open to innovative and green solutions therefore,
government and financial institutions are not likely to support with funding
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-

Banning/regulating unsustainable practices such without ensuring there is an effective
sustainable alternative/substitute is also another challenge
Despite awareness, persons generally do not care about sustainability. There is no measure of
review or success, and there is a great lack of accountability during campaigns
Greater coordination among all sectors with people at the centre of the process and not the last
group, or left out of discussions and participations
Lack of platform for constructive dialogue between stakeholders. Who would lead this forum or
partnership?
AMCHAM and TTMA serve this coordination function, also the energy chamber coordinates
among itself as an industry
Ownership of goals and initiatives by citizens, raising awareness of how it benefits them
Continuity at UWI, academic institutions may not be best placed for this
Community level initiatives to show them how they can be impacted/benefitted e.g., WASA’s
adopt a river project, to address water challenges
In Sweden, the approach is to implement sustainable changes across a few cities rather than the
across society to have a sustainable pilot model they can learn from
Focusing efforts on a geographic area might have value. Community projects can be scaled-up
Will, strategy and resources are needed to achieve goals. The will and need to change is a
responsibility of society that will inform everything else once achieved
Root cause of issues must be addressed, and symptoms alone cannot be addressed
Ministry of Public utilities has agreed to distribute eco-wash product once we can provide a couple
of hundreds rather than investing to support measure
How do we get an idea from proof of concept to national level or relevant agencies with aligned
priorities, funding institutions etc.
Systems are being asked to do things that were not considered when they were designed, it is a
long-term process
Moving at a slow pace with sustainable practices is financially unsustainable, green businesses
must be scaled to be ecologically and commercially sustainable
Taxation has a role to play in sustainable practices and carbon elimination
Lending practices that consider longer periods for returns and scalability

YOUTH FORUM – APRIL 28, 2022

Group 1- Reflecting on the urgent need for actions to achieve a healthy planet and
prosperity of all
1. How can we restore and regenerate a positive relationship with nature? List 2-3 practices and
pathways that you would like to see scaled up to enable a move to a healthy planet.
•
•
•

Enactment of binding Environmental legislation
Recycling of plastics, more recycling bins needed in public spaces
Recycling in the context of holistic solid waste management. Consider the inefficiency of
plastic recycling process in local context
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•
•
•

•

Capturing and sharing indigenous knowledge and techniques from the grassroot levels
Individual change and action and early education
Revamping of school curricula to implement more environmental education; Mandatory
gardening practices or course for schools to cultivate a positive relationship with the
environment
Partnerships to bring about new solutions and opportunities e.g., partnering with companies
to introduce take-back programmes for e-waste

2. a) What are the actions that you (your group) would take to scale up the change towards a
healthy planet?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bottom-up approach
Government Ministries consider Pillar 7 of the National Youth Policy; More inter-ministry
planning and less working siloed/in isolation
Civil Disobedience/Protest is effective in terms of advocacy and garnering media attention;
it should start the conversation but not be the conversation
Eat green Live Blue; Home Garden planting to ensure healthier eating habits as well as
reduced carbon emissions; increased food security
Cultural Change towards eating local
Partnership between CSOs with similar projects
Using Entertainment; incorporating cultural arts, music etc. to spread the message towards
a healthy planet

b) What Policies/structures need to be in place for you to take such action?
•
•
•
•
•
•

M&E unit needed to track communications between ministries
Communal gardens; asset mapping of communities to be a preliminary exercise
Rethinking urban development with green spaces, sustainable design e.g., beginning with
primary/secondary schools
Cultural sensitization and change in attitudes towards issue needed
Public Utilities/Infrastructural Reform needed; in terms of physical infrastructure, e,g, WASA
systems, and personnel
Mandatory to have increased greenery and plants at government schools; primary/secondary
school students can participate in process

3. How could marginalised and vulnerable groups benefit from policies and initiatives designed
to restore a more sustainable and resilient relationship with nature (that mitigates risks to
nature)?
•
•
•

Public participation and access to information
Environmental Justice
Different groups will benefit from communal gardens: indigent, poor communities,
differently abled, entrepreneurial opportunities
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Immigrant population should be included in consultation
Ladder of engagement: have persons speak on issues as well as have meaningful action
Providing job opportunities for LGBTQ+ persons
Women interact differently with household waste; unique role in society warrants greater
inclusion in decision-making
Government initiative whereby solar power is made available to the indigent/poor;

provides cheaper power and increases overall green output
Capacity building of marginalized youth to maintain solar PVs, tangible, green skills
Population in general can benefit from public transport EV initiative, reduced carbon
output, cheaper transport, healthy competition for local taxi drivers
Recognize pivotal role of women in society, communities, families etc. and educating
them to make the best green decisions

4. How can we safeguard the rights of people ad nature, including among others, indigenous
peoples and local communities, environmental defenders, women, youth and future
generations?
•
•
•
•
•

Include groups traditionally not considered when making legislation and policies
Social and environmental assessments for projects should be amplified, cultural values,
biodiversity considered
Including community as an active stakeholder in public initiatives
Revamp the EMA, involve young persons with the authority, greater transparency,
response-time, and improved relationship with the police for greater efficiency
Provision of intuitive information for public and marginalised group access, e.g. Information
on agriculture crops, markets etc., presently no such resources are available from the
Ministry of Agriculture

5. What are the new or prioritized set of metrics and indicators needed for tracking ou progress
towards a healthier and more prosperous planet?
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Corruption Perception Index
Happiness Index
Monitor SDG gaps and progress; those that relate to SIDs strongly e.g., poverty eradication,
climate change, food security, sustainable agriculture, renewable energy and energy
efficiency, education, gender equality among many others
Disaster Risk Index
Rate of NCDs/Lifestyle diseases
Percentage of Natural Forest Cover
Population that has access to clean water
Consider overlapping and interconnected relationships between indices and metrics
identified
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6. What kind of follow-up activities would you like to see from Stockholm+50?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Solutions already exist, meaningful action needs to take place
Example - Removal of taxation from hybrid vehicles in May: why has this taken so long?
Prices are still high for consumers despite this
Local mechanics cannot support this market yet, greater infrastructural change needed in
market, private sector investment if possible
Industrial EV, for example, delivery trucks
Increased charging ports for EV; there is only two in the country at present
Government sectors to invest in electric 4x4’s to introduce idea, encourage private sector
and individuals to do the same
Re-packaging existing expertise and information for dissemination on the ground is
important, economic benefits must be tied to sustainable solutions to encourage public
participation and contribution

Group 2- Achieving a sustainable and inclusive recovery from COVID-19
1. What are the most promising sustainable and inclusive recovery practices currently being
applied by public, private and civil society groups at individual, community, city, regional,
country level? And how could we scale them up?
•
•

•
•
•

•

Adopt a River
Caribbean Tree Planting Programme through the Caribbean Philanthropic Alliance which is a
regional programme which includes both Trinidad &Tobago- encompasses CBOs and NGOs
on each island and jurisdiction that the programme is being implemented in (the Trinidad
and Tobago chapter is called Plant your Roots)
Nitrogen Hydrogen Project which aims at decarbonization through the production of
hydrogen via electrolysis
Massy’s NUDGE Entrepreneurship Programme which encourages green, women-led small
businesses
CSOs for Good Environmental Governance Project in Tobago (collaboration between the
Cropper Foundation and a few other environmental CSOs). They have an environmental
newsletter, Cari-Bois Environmental News Network, where contributions come in from the
Caribbean and rest of Americas
Tobago Reforestation and Watershed Management programme – there is a breadfruit
initiative which encourages the population of Tobago and Trinidad to cultivate staple,
sustainable crops such as breadfruit and cassava and encourages local agro-processing and
initiative businesses which creates a market for agro-related business and processing.

2. What recovery and pre-existing practices need to be changed to ensure an inclusive and
sustainable recovery?
•

The enforcement of our existing environmental policies and legislation as this is a problem
in Trinidad and Tobago even though we have regimented policies in place
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•

•

•
•

The inclusion of disenfranchised groups (indigenous, disabled persons, LGBTQIA+) and youth
in policy making, dialogues and drafting from the beginning e.g. engaging these groups and
including existing indigenous practices in agricultural processes
Youth involvement and engagement needs to be developed whether it is meeting the youth
at their level and explaining technical concepts by breaking it down for their understanding.
Further, making sure documentation is understandable and accessible to different
communities and groups is key in building an inclusive future
More digitization and online services for e.g. online banking
A proper work from home policy to include persons with difficulties working in an office
environment or getting to the office for e.g. disabled persons. An established work from
home policy also has environmental benefits as it reduces our carbon emissions, etc.

3. How do we ensure that all countries/communities can benefit from opportunities stemming
from a sustainable and just transition?
•

•

•

•

•

Starting from the design phase, one has to look at how to improve what is already existing.
Most of our policies are not designed with our most vulnerable populations in mind so
policies and legislations should be designed in a way that places the vulnerable at the
center, with more holistic practices to make the future more sustainable and inclusive
Policies should cater to the realities of the vulnerable groups they are trying to help for e.g.,
if an organization is holding a basket weaving training session for local women, they also
need to provide access to childcare, transport, or ensure that they have internet and devices
to take these sessions if they are being held online. When providing services for vulnerable
communities, there are usually multiplying vulnerabilities, so this has to be taken into
consideration. This is how these programmes can truly create equity and bridge socioeconomic gaps.
More catalyst movements or group situations are needed which cause CSOs, CBOs,
grassroots organizations, etc to come together, collaborate and understand that there are
strength in numbers and it is easier to create a unified message, gain funding and
investments, and gather more support when everyone speaks with one voice. These groups
can come together when each of the groups no matter what they are involved in be it arts,
sport, environmental issues, etc focus their attention on social, political and economic
issues. Each group can hone in on these areas as social, political and economic issues affect
everyone. For e.g., what are the activities that unifies people on a social level? It can be
sports, concerts, the orange economy, farming, etc.
CBOs and NGOs can be involved through calls for proposals. Through calls for proposals and
projects which award grants, NGOs can get creative in how they take on the task of
community engagement and bridging the gaps between communities. A member of the
Roots Foundation spoke about their proposal for the Peace Innovation Challenge focused on
GBV and using spoken word and other arts to speak about GBV to the wider public. The goal
is to bridge the gap between grassroots and policies.
One initiative in Tobago that attempts to ensure that all communities are benefiting from
opportunities stemming from a just transition is WOW (World of Work) programme, a
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collaborative effort between the Division of Sport and Youth Affairs in the THA and private
sector entities/CBOs which do lifeskills coaching, mentorship, teach environmental
conservation skills, in service orientation, etc. This brings all communities together to ensure
that everyone benefits. The implementation is achievable in Tobago as Tobago is very
community based. If a community has a different or special need, the CBOs accommodate
this.

4. How can we create better performing industries and supply chains for a just transition to
more sustainable economies? which sectors are most critical?
•

•

•

•

•

Sustainable tourism was the main topic under this question as the group saw this as a key
part of transitioning to a sustainable economy. Sustainable tourism would promote,
formalize and standardize local entrepreneurship as well as lower the unemployment rates
in the country and the rural parts of T&T. Further, our agriculture would thrive as cooking
local foods are an important part of sustainable tourism. The larger hotel chains and
hospitality groups can utilize local services, local farmers and their produce.
Sustainable agricultural practices are another part of sustainable tourism as local produce
can now be put on display, and farm to table operations can flourish. The Farm View App
was recently launched by the Cropper Foundation and this app supports local farmers to
keep track of their numbers and ensure they are abiding by certain standards which gives
more of a legitimacy to their produce.
Utilizing the natural environment as your product is another part of sustainable tourism is
key as well as education based eco-tourism (subset of responsible tourism) i.e., tourists are
reminded that they have a responsibility to sustain and protect the environment
Sustainable tourism can be a big part of blue and green economic output. For e.g., when you
take someone into a rainforest, the tourist activities can promote reforestation practices
through the planting of trees, etc. This can also help create a niche for return visits to the
country as tourists can return and see a product of their last visit and feel pride in
contributing to reforestation efforts in a country that is not theirs.
In terms of the existing industries for e.g., the oil and gas industry retooling and educating
their existing employees and the senior labourers on alternative forms of energy, green
power, etc. would help with the transition into the future and the rising unemployment
rates. Investing in human capital involves the upskilling of workers.

5. What are some of the commitments and “responsible” principles that need to be made by
key industry, sectors and by finance and investment institutions?
•
•

Enforcing existing regulations such as OSHA, and conducting independent assessments is the
responsibility of key industries in securing a green, sustainable future
More emphasis, through the existing or future education systems and frameworks, should
be placed on financial literacy in our secondary school system. Financial literacy is needed
by young entrepreneurs especially those that are not being taught this at home.
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•

Key industries and institutions need to invest more in green initiatives and clean energy,
whilst transitioning out of investing in fossil fuel activities.

6. What are the decent green jobs of the future? What are the new skills needed, what is
needed from business? from government? from academia?
•
•
•

•

•

•

Business education in lower forms or even primary school, and more investment in
education are needed from academic institutions.
Sustainable tourism farming, agri-business, agriculture, hydroponics, and sustainable
fisheries are all decent green jobs of the future
Government and private sector need to do a better job at informing the younger population
on what are green jobs, how to get into it and the avenue for it to transition out of careers
in solely offshore energy.
For sustainable business look to soil science and training persons on the technical and
scientific sides of agriculture as well as research, development and technology. The
scientists who direct the farmers are as important as the farmers themselves.
Jobs in the environmental sector that focus on biodiversity and understanding it are
important to invest in. The appreciation of biodiversity and the environment can have a
spillover effect on the population no matter what field you are in.

Green influencers that can speak to the public on green energy and environmental
issues are another new skill that will be needed for the future

7. What kind of follow-up activities would you like to see from Stockholm+50?
•
•
•
•
•

Easier access to funding for these activities and groups/ removal of barriers to funding
Provide technical training on how to access aid and funding and the breaking down of
bureaucracies/ red tape
Increased calls for proposals which would create a connection between policy and action items
and create engagement from a multi-stakeholder perspective
On a governance structure level, there needs to be a follow up approach and future forums/
continued community-based forums for continuous dialogue, ideas and action.
Governments and organizations need to have a proper database to delegate responsibilities for
the said outputs and the processes to make it easier for youth groups to lobby and implement
projects.
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Group 3 - Accelerating the implementation of the environmental dimension of
sustainable development in the context of the decade of action and delivery for
sustainable development.
1. What are the biggest challenges we are facing in implementing the commitments to the 2030
Agenda and other environmental commitments (MEAs such as those on climate change and
biodiversity)?
How do we create an enabling environment (i.e., laws, policies etc.) for delivery on the ground?
•

•

Challenges include financial constraints, lack of data availability and data sharing and
minimal communication among stakeholders. There is also little public and political interest
which can result in gaps in legislation to reflect environmental commitments and inattention
to local developments.
The creation of an enabling environment begins with shifting toward long-term sustainable
mindsets and development of sustainable business models for longevity. It requires public
and political will across parties, preventing the derailment of environmental protection
measures after a change in government. There should be reformation of legislation, giving
power to national environmental bodies with the implementation of strict accountability
measures to all stakeholders. It also involves improving education and awareness through
training, capacity building and the restructuring of the education system to include
sustainable practices as well as tailoring communications to targeted audiences which in
turn can increase stakeholder advocacy and available human resources. In addition, there is
a need for the improvement of the collection and publication of environmental data and
documents. Moreover, the creation of a national and international network of youth
champions as well as having youth governance can assist.

2. What are the good practices and pathways that you would like to see scaled up to accelerate
the implementation of the environmental dimension of Sustainable Development?
•

•
•

•

There is an urgent need for adequate planning that considers nature and the environment
with the relevant resources. This includes the use of nature based-solutions as an
alternative to traditional engineering and livelihoods, isolating protected areas, using ecofriendly and plant-based alternatives as well as phasing out of fossil fuels and transitioning
to renewable energy. Additionally, there needs to be a more structured approach to youth
and the environment with the development of an umbrella organization.
Locally, there is untapped potential and therefore there is need for increased recognition of
capacity and use of talent by government, including indigenous knowledge.
For added engagement, social media platforms can be used, developing creative and
informative content with the inclusion of psychoeducation. It is also important to have
participatory resource management to engage stakeholders in using resources sustainably.
Sustainable development is difficult to achieve when a person's basic needs are not being
met, such as having an income to provide for themselves.
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3. How do we transform governance and legal systems that maintain both long-term economic
stability and ecological and social wellbeing for all?
•

There is a need for the review of existing legislation to be more inclusive (ensures the
involvement of all major stakeholders e.g., LGBTQ, women, youth etc.); so that
environmental legislation regulates human activities and identifies the intrinsic value of
nature as well as lobbies for enforcement of existing laws. Greater accountability is also
needed, which can be done through the media and civil society. More effective advocacy
and alignment with global movements can also add weight to our plight. Additionally, it
requires youth conferences with major stakeholders and youth training in governance for
sustainable development. Moreover, to have the public understand the importance of the
issues there should be continuous public education and awareness drives.

4. What measures are needed to align public, private and development finance with existing
commitments and priorities?
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

There needs to be involvement of and accessibility to all stakeholders with the inclusion of
nontraditional stakeholders (private sector, small and medium enterprises).
Mapping of finance flows to maximize resources for sustainable practices.
Linking green processes directly to the economy so engines of growth are green.
Implementing stricter measures such as illegalization of some forms of pollution, using the
Polluter Pays Principle and tax, import restrictions, with a focus on big businesses.
Circular waste management.
Incentivizing and fostering creative, service based sustainable, green and eco conscious
business, that can export to foreign markets with the availability of business development
incubators.
People need to have an adequate income to meet basic needs so that they will have the
capacity to live more sustainably.

5. What type of partnerships from the UN and beyond are needed to accelerate a green and
sustainable economic transformation that leaves no one behind?
•

•

•

It is hoped that there can be funding, bidirectional knowledge sharing (case studies,
documents and experience to have local and indigenous knowledge), public-private
partnerships which push companies toward greener and more sustainable activities,
exposure, technical guidance and continuous invitations to participate in conferences and
events.
Capacity building for understanding of international best practices on international law,
green economies and agriculture as well as Youth Mentorship programs based around SDG/
green economies are also needed.
It was also highlighted that the UN is present in the Caribbean region but is thinly spread;
initiative should be taken to take advantage of opportunities that arise while keeping up to
date with the documents being shared.
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6. What capacities and technologies are needed to improve human wellbeing in harmony with
nature?
•

•

•

•

The technology chosen should be small island specific based on Technology Needs
Assessments and implemented in a phased approach through demonstration/pilot projects.
Additionally, the projects should consider their social and environmental impact during the
design phase, have documentation of best practice, a scaling up strategy and allow room for
redesign.
A shift toward nature-based solutions or indigenous technology with a focus on health,
wellness, the environment, and sustainability nexus. With an increase in technology, there
also needs to be relevant training and greater internet connectivity and stability.
Continuous education inclusive of resource conservation practices, waste management
information (recycling facilities and reuse techniques) and plant-based diets will also be
helpful to facilitate behavioral changes and sustainability mindsets.
Transformation to sustainable food systems, reducing the importation of meat and
implementing sustainable fishing (catch quotas, closed fishing seasons, improved fishing
licenses etc.)

7. What kind of follow-up activities would you (your group) like to see from Stockholm+50?
•

Firstly, it is expected that there will be Government/public stakeholder meetings based
around the outcomes of S+50 and proposed projects to be implemented. It is hoped that
there will also be more youth forums with the inclusion of decision makers to highlight
youth concerns in all aspects of decision making as well as the involvement of youth with
policy papers and youth focused capacity building exercises. Additionally, it is hoped that
there will be further collaboration between UNEP/UNDP and governments on fast tracking
initiatives that aid in environmental sustainability and UNEP finance and guidance support
of youth projects that address the outcomes of S+50.

TRADE UNION FOCUS GROUP – APRIL 26,2022
Summary of ILO Presentation
•
•

•

Global Call to Action for Human Centered Recovery – requires Multilateral action and global
solidarity through debt restructuring and green transition
Green Jobs are vital for achieving sustainable development. Provide economic opportunities will
green the economy in a way that is fair and inclusive while minimizing negative social impacts– “just
transition”
Just Transition- 2015 the ILO Constituents – representatives of govts, trade unions and businesses
developed a guideline for a just transition
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Opportunities and Challenges
Challenges- Effects of climate change Opportunities- the impact of the policies that will be taken as
response measures to tackle climate change
•
•

The just transition needs to be planned in a way that mitigates the negative effect of climate change
T&T is developing a Just Transition Policy- ILO helping with policy briefs to be finished by end of
June, 16 thematic policy briefs in total

Discussion

1) What actions are needed to ensure an inclusive and sustainable recovery from COVID19?
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

Pandemic leaves and pandemic leave payment for workers
Some workers are not aligned to gov’t but private sector which was not as lenient as the
gov’t in giving leaves or quarantine leaves or getting paid for that time
Pandemic leave is needed for workers in a way that does not affect employment status and
income
Sustainable recovery- job growth has to be tied into social dialogue with tripartite partners.
Gov’t needs to recognize that there is a need for policies to engage stakeholders much
more. Cabinet making decisions that are handing it down to workers must be addressed
coming out of the pandemic. Make recommendations based on that.
Sit down to formulate policy that speaks to implementation , for it to have industrial teeth
we need to pass these conventions in parliament
We need to have a legislative architecture that includes greening the economy into our
constitution so every gov’t administration has to put this in place regardless of manifestos
There is no incentive to invest into clean energy
We suffer a deficit when it comes to those issues- we need to look at where we address
those issues through legislature and buy-in and ratification in place to make it a legal
instrument so that the issues cannot suit whatever govt is in power
There is no national policy because there is no collective approach by govt to address
pandemic issues
During the pandemic employers were allowed to institute whatever measures they saw fit;
people have not been paid for pandemic leave, people are told they have to pay for tests,
single parents had to stay home to take care of the children
For an inclusive and sustainable economy, gov’t must include the domestic workers union;
you must not have to join a trade union to be included, the decisions need to trickle down
to domestic workers
Convention 189 must be ratified to get a better life for domestic workers in the country and
the care economy
A lot of workers are complaining about the digital transformations especially because the
resources that low income workers need, they are unable to access the application forms as
they don’t have devices to go online or the technological literacy for such things
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•

There is a need to sustain workers who are laid off in covid environment. This is causing
violence in the country, showing how loss of jobs affects multiple aspects of society

2) How can we create better performing industries and supply chains for the move from
an energy-dependent economy to a more sustainable, green economy? Which sectors
are most critical?
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

We have seen from the pandemic what jobs are seen as essential
The trade unions, business sector and govt can come together to pump finances into
education of these essential jobs and try to get people more involved in those eg. Farming
to sustain ourselves food-wise as this pandemic continues
On top of that, more policies and frameworks for e.g. work from home policy (remote work
policy) is needed as this will prevent traffic congestion, needless energy consumption etc
Education will allow for buy-in from workers and by extension the general public. This
education pertains not just to green jobs but also to the science of climate change and
climate resilience as workers must understand how climate change can destroy the
economy
NATUC is aware of the just transition policy development
Covid had a negative effect on transportation and they have a part to play in the greening of
the economy; Problem: how to get govt to listen
Transportation is the heartbeat of the country and Trinidad’s govt does not take
transportation seriously as there is no transportation policy
With the CNG policy and EV’s, gov’t is not looking at the reality of the industry and the
investments into this for e.g. When would a maxi taxi change their vehicle? Offer to change
BEFORE they change their vehicle
They have made suggestions to allow for more traveling in Trinidad instead of driving
Govt has an opportunity to green POS with CNG and EV, put a proper transportation system
in place to give people an opportunity to have an ease of traveling and only use the cars
when necessary
New system in place with CNG and EV- offer incentives to people with old taxis to change to
EV and CNG- offer cheaper mode of transport for public with increase in fuel, green your city
and it can start in one city and expand
This suggestion was made 5 years ago
Household use of electricity and govt housing sector- Gov’t can put solar panels on these
houses and use more solar power. Gov’t can transform the nation into using solar power
using the houses they are building and if you do that, the people who are skeptical of the
change can now have a model to follow which gives them the confidence in changing over
When we look at the shift into a green economy and clean energy don’t just look at the
energy and transportation sector but look at the manufacturing sector and food and
beverage sector as we are dependent on these sectors

3) What are the decent green jobs of the future? What are the new skills needed, what is
needed from business? from government? from academia?
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•

•
•
•
•

•
•

There is a tendency to believe that if we stop the gas, the oil industry will be left hanging
but we have to educate people that there is a tradeoff and new skill buildings are
needed as well as learning the process of this so that the fear mongering will arrest.
“Jobs will be there”
Trade unions must be given the tools to educate
Starting from the school, students can learn what are the likely consequences “if we
don’t do a b and c”
How to get worker buy in to environmental changes and green jobs?
Dealing with Industrial Relations- Petrotrin is a living example. No one thought about
retooling individuals before Petrotrin was closed down. Similarly, COVID caused other
industries to close down and workers were not retooled prior to this
Retool the existing workforce to perform jobs that will now be created in the green
economy in real time and not just at schools
Start retraining people to do green jobs immediately and put people first, not the
bottom line first.
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5.4 PRESENTATIONS
Stockholm+50 Presentation at Virtual Discussions

Stockholm+50
National Consultations
Trinidad and Tobago

Agenda
Stockholm+50
• Background Information
• Themes
• Stakeholders
• Timeline
• National Consultations
• Additional Information and Q&A
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Stockholm+50
Background Information
The UN General Assembly has agreed through two
Resolutions to convene an international meeting entitled
“Stockholm+50: a healthy planet for the prosperity of all
– our responsibility, our opportunity”
Also aims to help accelerate the implementation of the
Sustainable Development Goals during the Decade of
Action including through a sustainable recovery from the
COVID‐19 pandemic and connect dots between
Environmental COPs.
Hosted by the Government of Sweden and the
Government of Kenya.
Location and Date
Stockholm on 2 and 3 June 2022

Stockholm+50
Background Information
Why Stockholm?
• 50 years since the convening of the UN Conference on the
Human Environment proposed and hosted by Sweden in
1972.
o Considerable contribution to the development of
international environmental law
• Generous offer of the Government of Sweden to host and
assume the costs of the international meeting with the
support of the Government of Kenya.

Location and Date
Stockholm on 2 and 3 June 2022

UNEP Focal Point
• The Stockholm Conference catalyzed a new era of multilateral
environmental cooperation and treaty‐making. Out of this,
UNEP was established to serve as a centre of leadership and
initiative in international environmental matters out of it.
• International meeting should be mutually reinforcing with
UNEP +50
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Stockholm+50 Themes
Leadership Dialogue 1
• Urgent need for a healthy planet and
prosperity of all

Leadership Dialogue 2
• Sustainable and inclusive recovery from
COVID‐19

Leadership Dialogue 3
• Implementing environmental dimension of the
SDGs in the context of the Decade of Action

Stockholm+50 National Consultations
Objective – To stimulate an inclusive whole‐of‐society and whole‐of‐government dialogue
on the main themes of Stockholm+50 as they relate to each national context.
The consultations will provide platforms for ideas, insights, and innovation that

Discuss how to achieve a
healthy planet and
prosperity for all while
accelerating progress on
the SDGs and MEAs
through an inclusive green
recovery

Recommendations for
priority actions that can
advance national and
sectoral policies that
address climate change
and leverage nature‐based
solutions building on NDCs,
NBSAPs, green
economy/green recovery,
and SDG frameworks

Amplify the voices of
marginalized

Influence national and
global debates considering
the views of all
stakeholders
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Stockholm+50
Stakeholders

Private
Sector
Persons
with
Disabilities

CSOs

Indigenous

Local
community

Government

Women

Elderly

Youth

Stockholm+50 Timeline
Stockholm+50
(2-3 June)

Inventory of nature,

National policy
climate, energy related
mapping exercise
research data
(by Jan 15)

(by Feb 28)

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

Co-produce interactive data
products from
selected datasets (March to
May)
Global Survey campaign
(Feb to June)

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

Consultation results in data
(July to September)
Follow up, use of any of data products
in national websites or media (up to
October)
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Stockholm+50 National
Consultations

SparkBlue ‐ major platform to be used for communication and dialogue among stakeholders.
https://www.sparkblue.org/stockholm50/consultation-trinidad-and-tobago

Social media & traditional media will be used for communicating key messages, conducting
polls & surveys, inviting participation at events.

Stockholm+50 National
Consultations
Real‐time Events:
Virtual Discussions
Asynchronous Events:
th
• April 19 – CSOs
• April 15‐May 15
• April 26th – Trade Unions
‐ Thematic Discussions
th
• April 28 ‐ Youth
on SparkBlue
th
• May 5 ‐ Private Sector
Hybrid National
Consultation
• May 23rd ‐ Trinidad
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Additional Information
and Q&A
Contact
• Stockholm+50 Focal Point Trinidad and Tobago - Rosemary Lall rosemary.lall@undp.org
• Stockholm+50 National Coordinator - Cindy Chandool cindy.chandool@undp.org
Visit
• Stockholm+50 website - www.stockholm50.global
• Stockholm+50 Green Forum Group - https://thegreenforum.org/group/191/about
• SparkBlue - https://www.sparkblue.org/stockholm50/consultation-trinidad-and-tobago
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Presentation at Women and Indigenous Peoples Focus Group

Stockholm+50 and Trinidad and Tobago
UNDP Perspective on Women and Indigenous Peoples
Rosemary Lall
Programme Officer Energy Environment and Disaster Risk Reduction
United Nations Development Programme
Date: Thursday 12th, May 2022.

Overview
1

Global Perspective

2

National Perspective

3
4

Gender and Indigenous
Peoples in the Environment
The Solution

5

UNDP Approach

6

UNDP Trinidad and Tobago

7

Within Stockholm+50
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The Global Perspective
The Global Situation
There has been progress, but gender equality and that
1
of indigenous peoples still exists to various degrees in
different countries
2 Only 49% of participation in the labor force by women
3
4
5
6

23% gender pay gap
35% women experience gender-based
violence
Affects the health of women and
girls negatively
Unequal power relations between women
and men that place women at a
disadvantage are often accepted as
‘natural’.

Global Perspective
1. In vast numbers, indigenous peoples live in some of the world's
most resource rich areas, and while their own forms of
conservation and resource management have been historically
1
undervalued
2. Development projects and programmes undertaken near to and
within their lands result in degradations to the environments
upon which their physical and cultural survival depends, violate
their human rights, and/or excludes them from equitable
5
benefits.
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Trinidad and Tobago Perspective
Education
• 74.5% of girls have at least some secondary education vs. 71.2% of boys
• 63% of those enrolled at UWI were women
 34% of those enrolled in engineering are women
1  54% enrolled in environmental science, renewable energy and conservation
are women
Employment
• In the formal labor market 51% of women participate in comparison to 73.7% of
men
Wages – Pay gap in favor of men
•5 Average monthly income (except in transport, storage and communication)
ranged from 1.3% in agriculture, up to 24.5% in wholesale and retail trade,
restaurants and hotels.

Trinidad and Tobago Perspective
Decision Making
• In the 14 municipal districts women represent 21% of the leadership positions
• 30% of parliamentarians are women
Electricity
1
• Only 27% of those employed in the electricity sector were women as at 2017
Power Generation
• Women are only 20% of the workforce in the petroleum and gas sector
Transport
• Women account for 21% employed in transport sector

5
There is only 39.3% of indicators needed to monitor SDGs from a gender
perspective
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The Solution
The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development envisions a world “of universal
respect for human rights and human dignity”
in which “every woman and girl enjoys full
gender equality and all legal, social and
economic barriers to their empowerment have
been removed.”
Gender equality is central to all 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).

Gender equality is a must

Gender
Mainstreaming
“A strategy for making women’s as well as
men’s concerns and experiences an integral
dimension of the design, implementation,
monitoring and evaluation of the policies and
programmes in all political, economic and
societal spheres so that women and men
benefit equally and inequality is not
perpetuated.”
- UN Economic and Social Council
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UNDP’s Approach
UNDP Gender Equality Strategy
2018 -2021
“UNDP works in 170 countries and
territories to eradicate poverty
while protecting the planet. We
help countries develop strong
policies, skills, partnerships and
institutions so they can sustain
their progress.”

Removing structural barriers to women’s economic
empowerment, including unpaid work
Preventing and responding to gender-based
violence
Promoting women’s participation and leadership
in all forms of decision-making
Strengthening gender-responsive strategies in
crisis (conflict and disaster) prevention,
preparedness and recovery
Partners with UN System, Civil Society, Private
Sector, Academia, Think Thanks and Media.

UNDP Approach
Environment and Indigenous People:
UNDP’s work with indigenous peoples is guided by international human rights
standards and principles and decisions of the respective international bodies
charged with interpreting these agreements:
• Universal Declaration of Human Rights
• International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
• International Covenant on Social, Economic and Cultural Rights Convention
Against all Forms of Racial Discrimination
• Convention concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries
(ILO No 169)
• Convention on Biological Diversity
• The American Convention on Human Rights
• The African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights
• UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People
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UNDP Trinidad and Tobago
Gender and Indigenous Peoples Initiatives in the Environment:
• National Determined Contributions (NDC) Support Program – Gender Analysis and
Gender Action Plan
• Gender Responsive Climate Change Mitigation Targets developed under the recently
concluded Third National Communication
• Climate Promise Initiative Trinidad and Tobago
• Community Flood Early Warning System (CFEWS) – Gender and Age Analysis
• Energy Efficiency Through the Development of Low Carbon RAC Technologies in
Trinidad and Tobago – Gender Impact Guidelines and reporting
• Sensitized National Committee on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples – tabled Outcome
Document from the World Conference on Indigenous Peoples (2014) which still applies
• Creation of a National Registry for the First Peoples of Trinidad and Tobago inclusive of
a framework for the protection of cultural heritage and places of significant to the First
Peoples of Trinidad and Tobago

Within
Stockholm+50
Gender responsive and socially
inclusive consultations
mainstreamed throughout all
consultation stages; women’s
empowerment and leadership
considerations as well as those of
indigenous peoples are supported
and integrated into key outputs
and deliverables.
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Leadership
Dialogues

1

Reflecting on the urgent need for
actions to achieve a healthy planet
and prosperity of all

2

Achieving a sustainable and
inclusive recovery from the COVID19 pandemic

3

Accelerating the implementation
of the environmental dimension of
Sustainable Development in the
context of the Decade of Action

Summary
A healthy planet and sustainable recovery from COVID-19
requires inclusive solutions to ensure that all needs are met, and
no one is left behind. By recognizing and including the
knowledge, experience and opinions of vulnerable or
disadvantaged groups such as women and indigenous
communities, achievement of the SDGs can be accelerated.
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Presentation at the Private Sector Focus Group

Stockholm+50 National Consultations

Republic Finance Holding Ltd
(RHFL)– A GLOBAL LEADER

RFHL

- A Glance

127 Branches
More than 4000 women
Close to 1950 men
More than 6000 employees worldwide

14 Countries

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trinidad and Tobago
Cayman Islands
British Virgin Islands
Anguilla
St. Maarten
St. Kitts and Nevis
Dominica
Saint Lucia
Barbados
St. Vincent and the Grenadines
Grenada
Suriname
Ghana
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RFHL

- The Priorities

LEADING BY EXAMPLE

Pledge by 2025 – 30% of governance boards comprised of
female directors and to aspire to be Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion (DEI) leaders.
Pledge by 2025 – Design and build all new properties in
accordance with LEED Standards and to include sustainable
options to existing properties.

Pledge by 2030 – To switch over RFHL’s fleet to full electric.
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CLIMATE Financing
To Reduce the Impacts of
Climate Change and Help
Develop Resilient Climate
Adaptive Infrastructure
Across all Territories.

2025
LEND
INVEST
ARRANGE

USD$200 Million

• Electric Vehicles
• Clean Fuels, Renewables,
Technology Driven
• Energy Efficiency
• Climate Resilient Options

Net ZERO

By 2050 – Committed to achieving NET ZERO Carbon
Emissions in Financing Activities

RFHL is a founding signatory to the UNEPFI’s Net

Zero Banking Alliance (NZBA)
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SDGs
Each Territory in which RFHL Operates has identified the GOALS which are the most significant
to its Economy, Geographic Location, Culture and other Demographic Factors.

The Group has also identified the relevant Goals which fall within its Retail,
Commercial, Corporate and Investment Banking portfolios.

Reporting and Accountability

RFHL has moved to formalize a Group Sustainability Unit,
headed by a Senior Manager to ensure that the Group’s
Sustainability Journey is disclosed and held up to scrutiny
nationally, regionally and internationally.
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Presentation at the Trade Union Focus Group

Focus group discussion with Trade Unions on the Stockholm +50
Leadership Theme "Achieving a Sustainable and Inclusive Recovery
from the COVID-19 Pandemic”
April 26, 2022
Vera Guseva, Workers’ Activities Specialist, ILO DWT/Office for the Caribbean

A Global Call to Action
At the 2021 ILC, Governments, employer and worker delegates from
181 countries unanimously adopted a Global Call to Action for a
Human-Centred Recovery.
It is a clarion call for accelerated implementation of the ILO Centenary
Declaration for the Future of Work and:
X

Commits countries to work for an economic and social recovery from
the crisis that is fully inclusive, sustainable and resilient.

X

Calls for policies that prioritize the creation of decent jobs for all and
address inequalities.

X

Outlines a comprehensive agenda, with specific measures to promote
inclusive employment and economic growth, protection of all workers,
universal social protection and social dialogue.

Advancing social justice, promoting decent work
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National and Multilateral Action
The Global Call to Action includes two sets of agreed actions.
X

The first covers measures to be taken by governments and
employers’ and workers’ organizations to achieve a job-rich
recovery that substantially strengthens worker and social protections
and supports sustainable enterprises.

X

A second set of actions covers ILO leadership within multilateral
systems in achieving a strong and coherent policy response in
support of national human-centred pandemic recovery strategies.

Advancing social justice, promoting decent work

Specific Measures
The Call to Action asks countries to put full employment and decent
work, the needs of the most vulnerable and hardest hit by the pandemic,
and support for sustainable enterprises, jobs and incomes at the heart
of recovery strategies that:
X

are gender-responsive;

X

tailored to specific situations and;

X

take into full account national circumstances and priorities.

The Call to action details specific measures to promote:
X

Inclusive economic growth and employment.

X

Protection of all workers.

X

Universal social protection.

X

Social dialogue.

Advancing social justice, promoting decent work
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New challenges in the context of the COVID-19 crisis

¾ The COVID-19 crisis led to a worsening of the labour conditions in key
sectors for environmental protection and climate change (just transition)
¾ Negative impacts for the environment: increase in deforestation, illegal
mining, decreasing of recycling, which increases the pressure over
ecosystems and natural resources.

64 million jobs (19%) depend on
ecosystem services

2.2% of GDP affected by climate
change by 2050

Source: Jobs in a net-zero emissions future in Latin America and the Caribbean (IDB-ILO, 2020)

Just transition towards environmentally sustainable economies and
societies for all
A Just Transition has the objective of maximizing the
opportunities offered by greening the economy, while
minimizing negative social impacts.
Planning for a just transition has a clear positive impact on the
labor market, including
• Maximizing employment opprotunities and incomes
• Minimising risks of job and income loss are minimized

Economies have lower
emissions and
vulnerability to climate
change

Increase quality jobs
and advance social
justice

• Protecting the vulnerable
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I

LO Guidelines for a Just Transition

Policy Coherence and Effective Institutional Arrangements
Social Dialogue

Industrial and Sector

Entreprises
Skills
Labour Market

Labour Protection
International Labour
Standards

Macroeconomic

Employment
International Labour
Standards

Macro/Sectoral

Occupational Safety and
Health

Social Protection

Gender

Opportunities and challenges
Climate action offers
opportunities for decent work and
social inclusion through:
Job creation
New enterprises selling green
services and products
Greener workplaces
Climate resilience infrastructure

Unabated environmental challenges
risk compromising the ability to
reach SDG Goal 8 due to:
Job losses
Damage to infrastructure and
business assets
Impacts on productivity
Forced migration

Advancing social justice, promoting decent work
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Opportunities for a green and job-rich recovery

¾ A transition towards net-zero emissions has the potential to create 15 million
net jobs in LAC.
¾ - 7.5 million jobs in fossil fuel electricity, fossil fuel extraction, and animal-based food production.
¾ + 22.5 million jobs in agriculture and plant-based food production, renewable electricity, forestry,
construction, and manufacturing, leading to a net 15 million-job gain by 2030.

¾ With adequately designed measures and social dialogue, recovery plans can
stop the climate emergency while also boosting growth, tackling inequality,
and making progress towards the SDGs.
¾ Guidelines for a just transition towards environmentally sustainable economies and
societies for all. (link)
Source: Jobs in a net-zero emissions future in Latin America and the Caribbean (IDB-ILO, 2020)

Way forward
URGENT need to promote job creation to overcome job losses due to COVID19. Focus on informal employment, economic diversification and
environmental protection.
The ILO will:
X Continue

technical support to countries in the region for a just transition
and green jobs creation
X Supporting implementation of NDCs with JT content
X Foster collaboration and alliances for a green and socially inclusive
recovery
X Offer capacity building, develop research, and facilitate social dialogue
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ILO Just Transition Thematic Policy Briefs
1. Macroeconomic and growth policies

9. Social dialogue and tripartism

2. Industrial and sectoral policies

10. Green works

3. Enterprise policies

11. Indigenous Peoples and just transition

4. Skills development

12. Gender, labour and just transition

5. Occupational safety and health

13. Youth and just transition

6. Social protection

14. Persons with disabilities and just

7. Active Labour market policies

transition

8. Rights

15. Persons with HIV / AIDS and just transition

Advancing social justice, promoting decent work

16. Labour migration and just transition

Related Resources

X

Call to Action for a Human Centred Recovery text

X

Call to Action video

X

Centenary Declaration web page

X

ILO Monitor: COVID-19 and the world of work (7 editions)

X

WESO Trends 2022

X

Portal on COVID-19 and the World of Work

X

ILO’s Green Jobs Programme

X

Just Transition Guidelines

X

TU manual to the ILO’s Guidelines for a just transition

X

ILO Bureau for Workers' Activities (ACTRAV)

Advancing social justice, promoting decent work
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ILO COP26 messages
ILO called on countries to accord primary importance to the
following elements of the Paris Agreement on climate change:
1. Deliver decent work and a just transition to net zero by midcentury –in line with the Paris Agreement and the Guidelines for a
just transition towards environmentally sustainable economies
and societies for all;
2. Work together to deliver comprehensive and coherent policies
across sectors with a full and effective engagement of the world
of work
3. Mobilise finance: Financing for a just transition
Advancing social justice, promoting decent work

Thank you
Ilo.org/caribbean
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Presentation at CSO Forum

GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL FACILITY
SMALL GRANTS PROGRAMME (GEF SGP TT)
DR. SHARDA MAHABIR, NATIONAL COORDINATOR

Global Environmental Facility Small
Grants Programme
The Global Environment Fund (GEF) Small Grants
Programme (SGP) is an international programme
which provides capacity building and financial
support to NGOs, CBOs and CSOs to strengthen
their efforts in improving communities and the
environment.
GEF SGP has in 25 years supported 141 projects
with $4,215,988 USD in support of 136
community organizations.
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GEF SGP and local Environmental
Priorities in Trinidad and Tobago
Biodiversity

Land degradation

Support education Agroecological
Land Restoration
in biodiversity
in Productive
conservation
Landscapes of
Trinidad and
Support
Tobago
biodiversity
Conservation
especially for
environmentally
sensitive species
and areas

Climate Change

Water

Reduction of
carbon emission

Conservation of
Reduction of
water courses and plastics
marine systems
Alternative ways
Reduction of
of addressing
pollution in water plastic pollution
courses and
Addressing organic
marine systems
pollution

Adoption of
climate smart
energy
alternatives
Review of
transportation
system

Chemicals and
Waste

3

Noteworthy SGP projects locally 1995‐2019
YEAR
1995
1997

ORGANISATION

PROJECT SUMMARY

Grande Riviere Environmental
Turtle conservation project
Awareness Trust and Nature Seekers
Radio Toco Project
First community radio station in the country

1999

The Orchid Society

2004

Bon Air Forest Nursery Project

2009

Vision in Mission

2013

Parvati Girls' Hindu College

2016

Paramin Development Committee

2016

Digicel Foundation

YEARS
ACTIVE
25
23

A database of local orchid species
(http://www.ttorchids.net/whatsnew/)
Eight hectares of degraded grassland were
successfully reforested, tended and protected from
fire.
Development of an organic and biodynamic farm to
provide permanent and seasonal employment for
over 50 ex‐inmates and delinquent youths
Creation of a climate change board game

21

Land stabilization using indigenous plants

4

Training Persons with Disabilities in Disaster
Preparedness and Response.

4

16

11

7
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Community‐based Biodiversity projects
2019 ‐2021
Achievements
Training of 10 beekeepers in Brasso Seco
Setting up the first community‐led queen rearing lab
in Brasso Seco
Planting of 300 trees in support of bees

Community‐based Biodiversity projects
2019 ‐2021
Achievements
Regional Apiculture Project:
‐ Regional baseline report
‐ First Caribbean Beekeeping App (Hive Keep)
‐ First Caribbean Online Beekeeping Course
Country
Anguilla
Antigua and Barbuda
Grenada
St. Kitts & Nevis
St. Lucia
Trinidad and Tobago
TOTAL

Total
18
14
16
17
27
11
103

Completed
18
14
15
17
26
10
100

Incomplete
0
0
1
0
1
1
3
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Community‐based Land Degradation
projects 2019 ‐2021
Achievements
Rehabilitation of 31 hectares of lands:
-

2.5 hectares (6.2 acres) of quarried land
(IAMovement and Trust for Sustainable
Livelihood)

-

Rehabilitation of 25 acres (10 hectares) of land
addressing soil stabilization, reforestation and
water conservation (SAMCAD)

Community‐based Land degradation
projects 2019 ‐2021
Achievements
First shapefiles created for North East Tobago
outlining major features and key environmental
impacts (ERIC).
This data was used to help Tobago achieves the
designation of “Man and the Biosphere” in North
East Tobago.
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Community‐based Climate Change
projects (2019‐2021)
Achievements
Construction of the country’s first community‐run solar,
wind and water harvesting greenhouse (Habitat for
Humanity)
Can produce up to 600 plants every cycle
Run by women and youth
Habitat for Humanity, Cashew Gardens, The UWI, Adopt A
River Programme, Digicel Foundation and Republic Bank

Community‐based Climate Change
projects (2019‐2021)
Achievements
Development of the Caribbean’s first online climate
change course: https://czitt‐ed.org/courses/project‐zero‐
training‐coming‐soon/
The course is part of an online platform created to
support secondary school education during COVID‐19. A
student can now study for CSEC online.
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Community‐based Chemicals and
Waste projects (2019‐2021)
Achievements
In Tobago, 15,981 plastic items (including Styrofoam)
were replaced with eco‐friendly alternatives (containers,
spoons, forks, plates, cups)
278L of harsh detergents were substituted with
ecofriendly substitutes (CTDA)
Distribution of 1,478 reusable grocery bags to replace
plastic alternatives (equal to the replaces of 32,516
plastic bags

Community‐based Chemicals and
Waste projects (2019‐2021)
Achievements
In Trinidad, the first community‐based composting
project has been launched in Cashew Gardens.
Project started with full participation of 16 households
and within six months, a composter was built, and
compost material was contributed by all households.
Within this time period 510lbs (>200kg) of organic
waste was diverted from landfill and converted to
compost
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Community‐based Biodiversity
projects 2019 ‐2021
Achievements
Increased awareness of aquatic animal health;
faster diagnostics of aquaculture diseases;
improved treatment and disposal behaviours
and increased production within the
aquaculture sector (UWI ENHSAS)
ENHSAS- Proper Disposal of Wastewater - https://youtu.be/_yAzmQPKIkQ
ENHSAS- Proper Disposal of Fish - https://youtu.be/Ah77Lg63NZk
ENHSAS- Invasive Species - https://youtu.be/rZRNIXSIvZQ
ENHSAS- Best Practices in Aquaculture - https://youtu.be/6oWhutsZRZI
ENHSAS- Antimicrobial Resistance - https://youtu.be/aqi6h2fv-Mg

Community‐based Chemicals and
Waste projects (2019‐2021)
Achievements
In Trinidad, 5,333 persons participated in 22 beach
clean‐ups and diverted 1,985kg of recyclables from
landfills (CNIRD).
1415 (800 female and 615 male) as well as 3918
adults benefitted from an increased awareness of
the effects of marine pollution on the environment.
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5.5 LINKS TO CONSULTATION PHOTOS & VIDEOS
Photo Highlights of National Consultation
https://www.sparkblue.org/content/highlights-national-consultation
Video Highlights of National Consultation
https://www.sparkblue.org/content/video-highlights-national-consultation
SoundBites from National Consultation
https://www.sparkblue.org/content/soundbites-participants-national-consultation
VoxPop Video
https://www.sparkblue.org/content/voice-population

5.6 SUMMARY OF TRADITIONAL AND SOCIAL MEDIA COVERAGE WITH LINKS
Traditional and social media were used in the communications strategy about Stockholm+50. The UNDP
Trinidad and Tobago Country Office main web page as well as social media pages on Facebook, Twitter
and Instagram were used to deliver key messages and invitations to stakeholders about the national
initiative as well as the international meeting over the period March to May. In May, additional articles,
posts and television interviews were placed in the media to encourage maximum engagement by
stakeholders at the high-level national consultation.
Traditional media articles and online links are posted at:
https://www.sparkblue.org/content/news-and-media
Social media posts and online articles are located on:
https://www.tt.undp.org/content/trinidad_tobago/en/home/presscenter/articles/2013/Stockholm50.ht
ml
https://www.facebook.com/UNDPTT/
https://twitter.com/undptt
https://www.instagram.com/un_trinidad_and_tobago/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/p/Cd6BhOeuUlF/
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5.7 COMMUNICATION MATERIALS OR ASSETS PREPARED IN SUPPORT OF THE
CONSULTATION
Promotion of Events
The assets prepared for the consultation posted for the events on the SparkBlue page were also posted
on the UNDPTT social media pages:
https://www.sparkblue.org/event/national-consultation
https://www.sparkblue.org/event/women-and-indigenous-people-focus-group
https://www.sparkblue.org/event/virtual-private-sector-forum-tt
https://www.sparkblue.org/event/virtual-youth-forum-trinidad-and-tobago
https://www.sparkblue.org/event/virtual-consultation-civil-society
Social media posts advertising the events are at:
https://www.facebook.com/UNDPTT/
https://twitter.com/undptt
https://www.instagram.com/un_trinidad_and_tobago/?hl=en
TV Interview with Resident Representative and National Partner
https://www.tv6tnt.com/news/morning_edition/morning-edition-20th-may-2022/article_69f29efcd841-11ec-95b5-6b3ef59bf9f2.html
Summaries and Insights from Events
https://www.sparkblue.org/content/summary-virtual-fora
https://www.tt.undp.org/content/trinidad_tobago/en/home/presscenter/articles/2013/Stockholm50.ht
ml
Recording of National Consultation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IqW40Td5zk0&t=233s OR
https://www.sparkblue.org/stockholm50/consultation-trinidad-and-tobago
Feature Address by the Minister of Planning and Development
https://www.planning.gov.tt/content/feature-address-occasion-stockholm50-national-consultation
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